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Halloween On Vernon Street

Minorities Granted
Permanent SGA Seals

Senate on Monday, October
24th. At this juncture, it was
proposed that a voting seat be
The Minority Coalition of established for each of the miTrinity College has caused his- nority groups on campus: PAA,
tory to repeat itself: in response the Asian Student Association,
to perceived under-representa- La Voz Latina, Hillel, the Indian
tion in the Student Government Cultural Society, and the TrinAssociation (SGA), six new vot- ity Coalition of Black Women
ing seats have been established Organization. The representain addition to the-already exis- tives from these groups, it was
tent 48 voting seats on SGA. The proposed, would be decided
last time that such a designation within the groups themselves,
has taken place was 1968 when, as currently practiced to deterin response to the inequality of mine the PAA representative on
the treatment of blacks on SGA. The rationale for estabTrinity's campus, the Pan Afri- lishing these seats, according to
can Alliance (PAA) was given a Annette Fernandez '96, was that
permanent voting seat on SGA. "the Minority Affairs CommitThe debate over minority tee of SGA was pretty much inrepresentation in SGA was first active last year."
please turn to page 7
brought before the entire SGA
BY ANMEMARIE FEIL
Opinion Editor

'

!

AUCE YAMADA

Lxst Sunday, Community Outreach sponsored the Fifth annual
Halloween on Vernon Street with tricks and treats for children of the artiaFor full coverage, please see page 7 of news.

Moving Beyond Kegs:
SGA Becomes 'Proactive'
another student was treating
him/her unfairly, then he/she
would make the decision on
Since the administration's this. He cited changes that have
decision to ban kegs in all resi- been made around Trinity as a
dence halls at Trinity, SGA has result of SGA proposals, such
been working on a proposal to as library hours, Mather hours,
make adjustments in the man- ancl the irtstaHatioii of cafc»le in
date. On Friday October 21st, all dorms.
He said that he has seen
SGA presented a three part proposal to the Dean of Students too many people come into his
and the trustees to make office who have been hurt by
changes in social life at Trinity. fhenegativebehavior of friends
The proposal was created who have been drinking excesby an ad-hoc committee of the sively, which is usually the reSGA. It called for more student sult of the presence of kegs.
Trinity's decision to ban
social space in the form of areas
for small parties, more money kegs in all residencehalls comes
for alternative social options, at the tail end of a similar trend
and the allowance of quarter in New England schools. Reackegs in dorms that are able to tion on campus has been mixed,
with some students upset by
hold 10-15 people in a room.
The Dean of Students re- the administration's apparent
sponded positively to the first lack of concern for student feeltwoproposals,butvoted down ings, while others feeling that
the proposal for quarter kegs. there are more important isDean Winer stated that he sues to be addressed.
appreciated all of the time SGA
One senior stated that he
put into the proposal, and that opposed the ban because it inhe supported very strongly the fringed upon personal rights,
first two parts of it. He stated especially those of students
that "There are certain policies over 21.
for which, although we want
Jill Romano '97 said, "I
input towards them, the col- don't drink but I think people
lege has to make the final deci- are going to drink whether you
sion." He stated that "the trust- have the kegs or not... I think
ees are the legal holders of the it's much safer to have the kegs
charter of the State of Connecti- on campus rather than having
cut. Therefore, in administra- to deal with transportation off
tive matters, they have the final campus."
decision."
Matt Byrnie '97 said, "As I
He went on to say that understand it, they (the adminthere are certain issues which istration) are imposing this rethe students have the final say striction rather than letting us
in, such as if a student felt that
please turn to page 6
BY CINDY DARLING
News Editor

Gender Bender Deemed Success
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
Announcements Editor

The second annual Gender
Bender, sponsored by E.R.O.S.
(Encouraging Respect Of
Sexualities), the gay and straight
alliance group at Trinity, was
held this past Friday in the Cave.
This year's partj; was a, huge
success, drawing a large crowd
of students dressed in drag—
everyone literally in the shoes of
the opposite sex.
This party is one of many
ways E.R.O.S. speaks out about
exploring sexuality. The recent
chalk drawings were another.
The chalkings on the long walk
and sidewalks raised- both discussion and controversy about
tolerance toward homosexuals
at Trinity. Trinity students were

confronted with the issue on the
walk ways and buildings
around campus. E.R.O.S hoped
this would force students to consider the issue.
According to Kate Roberts
'95, President of E.R.O.S., the
chalkings were done in order to
gage the attitudes of the student
body on issues of homosexuality. The reactions were mixed.
Though manypeople supported
the awareness movement, there
was some hostility and the intolerance at Trinity became apparent. For instance, after
E.R.O.S chalked the broad statement "someone in your 9:55 is
gay," some students responded
by chalking "I'll drop the class."
E.R.O.S. members were not
surprised by the response. Kate
Roberts stated, "People are will-

ing to accept you if you are
invisible, which is oppression."
Homosexual E.R.O.S. members
discussed their position at Trinity freely saying that they were
tokens based on their sexuality.
E.R.O.S.membersstressed
that the group is made up of
mostly straight members who
feel strongly about the issue of
tolerance on campus. Homosexual members of the group
have been victims of gay bashing outside of Trinity and a feeling of discomfort and embarrassment at Trinity.
' Roberts, in her letter to
the editor last week, wrote, "All
of these opinions are valid, and
that I was truly pleased to hear
so much dialogue and arguplease turn to page 6

Kate Roberts, President of EROS, Nathan MarinofF, and Chris MacEvitt
celebrate at the Gender Bender last Friday.
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Editorial

Electronic Junk Mail
e have entered the information age.
Through technological advances, we now
have vast amounts of information at our
fingertips. Trinity has jumped on the information
bandwagon and is one of the leaders in campuswide networking. Of all the services that are available on our network, electronic mail is perhaps the
most common.
Several years ago, several people had a vision:
remove all of the paper mail from the post office and
send it to everyone electronically. The plans were
immense. We have come quite far in the last three
years, as there are now more than 1,000 accounts on
our campus.
The use of electronic mail to send out bulletins
to members of the Trinity community has become
extremely popular. So far this semester, there have
been more than 50 mass e-mailings to students,
covering topics from Yugoslavian folk music to Sex
in the 90's to press releases from Public Relations.
What are we to make of these 50 messages? It
would be nice to think that each of these electronic
messages signifies one piece of paper that we didn't
get in our mailboxes. However, this isn't true. It
seems that people on this campus have discovered
e-mail as yet another method of advertising, a new
way to invade our lives.
E-mail is the most intrusive method of advertisement that we have discovered so far. Meridian
mail doesn't cause your telephone to ring, mail in
the post office doesn't land on your desk, but e-mail
interrupts your work, ringing in to alert you that a
class on Gypsies willbe held in January of nextyear.
Those of use who run e-mail programs in the
background on our computers are doing so because

we conduct business and converse with friends over
the system. Periodic announcements would be fine,
but random commercial interruptions are unnecessary.
The current system of mass e-mailings should be
reconsidered so that we aren't subjected to commercial breaks while working on our computers. Currently, we get all mass mailings shortly after they are
sent out. If a department secretary sends one at noon,
then the message is interrupting everyone's work all
afternoon. These messages aren't extremely timely,
so there isn't any reason why they can't all be collected
and then mailed out at 4 am every day, so that each
morning we get a collection of the day's announcements.
Another step would be to create a "daily briefing." This is done at some other institutions, where
announcements are collected each day and turned
into a single e-mail message that arrives first thing in
the morning. The message would be a collection of
one paragraph announcements for upcoming events.
Even if there is no change in the delivery method
of mass e-mailings, there should be some restraint
shown by those who send them. People should only
send one message per event, and not more than one
message per week. If the sponsors of an event choose
to send e-mail to the entire campus, then they should
refrain from sending the exact same information to
everyone on a piece of paper.
E-mail can be an extremely effective means of
both personal and mass communication. We need to
take precautionary measures to make sure that it
doesn't become solely a method of junk mail harassment.
—Jim@trincoll.edu

A Call To Arms
To Get 'Student
Rights' Back
To The Editor:

On Friday, October 21,1994, there
wasa very importantStudent Life Trustee
meeting during which the SGA presented
its Proposal for Alternative Social Life.
During this meeting several SGA members expressed their feelings of neglect
caused by the administration's dismissal
of student input. While some of us were
fighting for the right to^have kegs in our
rooms, others were there to fight for student representation and the principle of
the student vote. Dean Winer addressed
this concern by stating that Trinity was
"not a democracy," and implied that we
were expecting more than we had any
right to expect.
I have to admit that Dean Winer's
statement is true to some extent. Right
now, Trinity is not a democracy. However, I think we have the right to expect
more. We need to make the administration work with us to improve student life
instead of having to implement underhanded means of working around each
other.
What we need to do is to rally together, as the Trinity Community, to fight
against the red tape and put this college
back where it belongs: in the hands of the
students. I can understand why the average student feels that the SGA accomplishes nothing. I felt this way last year.
I joined SGA to try to change that. I
found out instead that the SGA has in
fact dedicated itself to working towards
improvements in student life. The problem is not with the student government,
but with the fundamental lack of communication between the SGA. anci the
!
administration.
We can't get anyone to listen to us
To the Editor:
unless we demand more student rights.
Regarding your lead news story on We need all of the students to help us
October 25th: it certainly says much reach this goal. Alone, the SGA is only a
about The Tripod's attitude. Regarding handful of voices. However, together
important news versus the marginal the student body is more than a voice,
and we can eventually become a force of
notes of an event far away.
Mayor Peters speaking at Trinity power at Trinity that will demand to be
was more important to the community heard.
here than was the story of a former emPlease get involved, talk to any SGA
ployee starting a new job at a rival col- member, call the Dean, the President,
lege!! Mayor Peters's ideas and the im- talk to your peers. It takes only a few
portance of his coming to Trinity should minutes for us to begin a revolutionary
have been front page news instead of a change. Instead of waiting for more of
wasted employee of Trinity's past get- our rights to be infringed upon, let's cut
this off before student life gets any worse.
ting such important coverage.
Will the Amherst Student paper cover Lef s take Trinity back and put the power
Trinity's inauguration of our future presi- where it belongs. With us.
dent the way The Tripod has in this case?
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kerri Mullen '97
James Santa-Mo '97
SGA Member at Large

Whafs News?
James L. Barr '95

Matthew B.Henry'96
MAS U.7.W hi
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Policy Concerning Letters
To The Editor:
*Please Note: The Tripod is published every Tuesday while classes are in
session. Letters to The Tripod must be
received by 5:00 PM on the Friday preceding publication. The letter should be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be printed, although names may
be withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod will not publish
any letter deemed by the Editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility
of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
Please limit letters to a length of five-hundred words. The Trinity Tripod reserves
the right to edit all letters for clarity and
brevity.

The Good,
The Bad...
...And The Ugly

Elmo's Nightmare From Broad St.
Gender Bender
Door handle returns to Mather!!

Mather Bathroom Lines.
Broken bottles littering campus.

Letters may be submitted to The Tripod by
• campus mail Box 702582
• email
Tripod@trincoll.edu
• network
Docex server in the
General Resources
zone of the Trinity
College Network

Brawls.
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Identifying Incongruences In Individualized Degree Program
To the Editor:
The Individualized Degree Program
(IDPXtoputitbluntly, benefits theschool
much more than it benefits the four year
undergraduates. Onpage29ofthe299495 Trinity College Bulletin it states, "(he
IDP program may be completed in a
varying numbers of years. Each student
determines his or her own pace and may
take up to ten years to complete the requirements, takinginto account such factors as the amount of transfer credit, if
any, and other competing obligations...
Tuition costs for IDP students are lower
than those charged traditional students,
and payments are made over a predetermined period of time up to eight years."
IDP students may also take some or all of
their courses through "study units"
which are basically equal to our "independent study" courses. All of these
factors combined allow IDP students to
take as little as one credit a semester
while still maintaining status as a student of Trinity College.
On pages 47 and 48 of the 1994-95
Handbook it reads, "Each undergraduate
is expected to enroll in and complete
nine course credits each academic year
in order to earn the 36 course credits
required for graduation. To remain in
good standing at the end of each semester a student must (1) complete no fewer
thanfour course credits, (2) achieve a minimum grade point average of C- (4.0), and
(3) not fail the equivalent of one-half
course credit or more." It later states, "A
student will be placed on probation by
the Academic Affairs Committee... if he
or she does not maintain good academic
standing as defined above."
I am not arguing that most of the
IDP students be put on academic probation, or even be forced to pay the same
amount as undergraduates to receive a
Trinity College diploma. I am arguing
for a differentiation between IDP students and undergraduate students with
respect to class rank and awards given
by the college.
This year there are at least four IDP
students who have received the Fellow
of their respective majors: Economics,
History, Computer Science, and English
(these are the only ones I have positively
identified). Two years ago an IDP student was awarded valedictorian of the
class of'93. Innoway wouldlfhinkitfair
to deny these students of their awards or
recognition.

WHAT IS THE IDP?
Why was it created? Established in the 1970's as the Alternative Degree Program. At that time the 13 students were
not allowed to participate in classroom instruction, but could only utilize the "study units."
Age: All candidates must be at least 23 years of age in order to be considered for the program.
Admission Requirements: Each applicant is required to complete a standard college application with a 5-7 page
essay. Then, the applicant is required to participate in a preliminary interview to determine whether Trinity's
program is most suitable. Next, the applicant is required to participate in another interview with Ms. Louise
Fisher, Ms. Denise Best and four out of seventeen of Trinity's faculty who are appointed to an IDP committee
by the Dean of Faculty.
Tuition: "All IDP students automatically receive a 35% tuition reduction... [His/her] class standing and amount of
work remaining, based on the number of transfer credits granted, are established. Based on this classification,
a total tuition figure is determined... This tuition cost is payable over an interest-free extended payment period
which is equivalent in years to the number of semesters of work required for the degree (e.g., 4 semesters of work
required/4 year payment period)... Student fees are also required to support necessary campus services and
parking."
IDP Tuition and Fees Schedule 1994-95
Payment Period
Class Standing
Number of Payments
Each Payr
8yr
16
1st Freshman
$3625
7yr
14
2nd Freshman
3535
6yr
12
1st Sophomore
3445
5yr
10
2nd Sophomore
3360
4yr
8
1st Junior
3280
3yr
6
2nd Junior
3200
2yr
4
1st Senior
3125
Additional Fees:
Student Fee: $130/semester
General Deposit: $50
Insurance (optional): $120
Parking: $25
Curricular Requirements: Like traditional students, IDP students can be either Full-Time or Part-Time students.
Full-time students are required to be enrolled in a minimum of 4.0 course credits; part-time students are required
to be enrolled in a minimum of 2.0 course credits. In addition to the accumulation of 36 total credits, IDP students
must also complete an IDP project, which is similar to a thesis or integrated minor.
Admission Rates: Currently, there are 168 part-time IDP students and 45 full-time IDP students enrolled in classes
this semester. Approximately 20% of the current IDP students are minority. From June to September 1994, there
were 173 inquiries, 52 preliminary interviews and 17 acceptances into the program.

Therefore, if a particular department
awards an IDP student with Fellow then
an undergraduate student should also
receive this award within the same department.
My reasoning is stated by the facts
given in the first two paragraphs; the
requirements and even the payment and
admission standards are extremely different from traditional undergraduates.
It is much easier to earn an A in a class
when it is the only one you are taking in
a particular semester regardless of "outside activities" such as a full time job or
raising a family (assuming, of course, all
IDP students necessarily involve themselves in these situations).
Secondly there should be three dif-

ferent styles of class ranking: one consisting solely of traditional undergraduates
(this ranking will determine valedicto!f
rian and will also be the one sent to
graduate schools), one consisting of both
IDP and undergraduate students (this is
the ranking that will be sent to graduate
schools to which IDP students are applying), and one consisting solely of IDP
students (this ranking will determine the
IDP valedictorian). TTiis solution allows
traditional undergraduates to participate
at Trinity without competition from the
IDP students, and visa versa.
When I attended Trinity I was under
the impression that all students would
be, more or less, graduating within four
years and be required to abide by the

same rules and regulations as I, yet this is
obviously not the case. The benefits
brought to both the school and the community by the Individualized Degree
Program cannot be denied, nor should
they be.
However, if the requirements are
less strict, admission standards different, and tuition less (not to mention the
completely different social lives), then
IDP students should not be allowed to
compete with traditional undergraduate
students for awards and rankings, or
anyfhingbased on grades and grade point
averages.
Sincerely,
Paul Wasserman '95

Assessing Administration's Promise To Improve Social Life
JOSHUA LAHEY
Opinion Writer
In the year and a half since the Report to the President Concerning Fraternities and Sororities was completed,
voted for, and adopted by the trustees
and handed to the administration, nothing has been done. I am publicly challenging President Painter and Chairman
Koeppel to answer the cries of the student body and tell us why none of the
five directives have been implemented
nearly two years later.
You probably don't know much
about the committee, appointed in fall of
1992 by President Gerety, because no
one has been talking about it. But I think
it is time to call the administration on a
job poorly done. On March 9, 1993 a
formal report was handed to President
Tom Gerety entitled, "Reportto the President Regarding the Trustees' Directives
onFraternitiesandSororities." The committee consisted of two administrators,
seven faculty and four students. I was
one of the student members. In the report five recommendations were made.
None have been followed through on.
It is important to reiterate that this
reportwasalongprocess which involved
many hours of committee work and la-

borious argument over exact language.
However, at the time the members of the
committee stuck to the directive given
us; to provide recommendations for improved student life at Trinity. When the
report was finished the trustees overwhelmingly voted for it and it thus became the administration's job to implement the recommendations.
I grade the administration on each
of the suggestions individually.
Recommendations:
(1) Continue to modify the R.A.
program. "The impetus for social activities should come from the residents themselves and not be preplanned and provided from above." Whatever internal
changes have been made at O.R.L. do not
particularlymatterbecauselhaven'tseen
or felt one difference in dorm live since
my first year in Jones.
The committee suggested that the
Dorm Councils should not be agents of
the school but agents of the students.
The administration has bastardized this
recommendation so badly that now the
Resident Assistants—those we are suppose to trust and go to for comfort—are
in the terrible position of doing the
school's dirty work regarding the keg
ban. Furthermore, the dorm councils are
still largely ineffective and unimagina-

tive. Idon'tfaulttheR.A.'sofNewDorm
when I point out that the Senior Dorm
has not yet utilized its spacious front
patio to throw a party sponsored by the
Senior Class.
It is the strictly structured Dorm
Councils (who decide which student
should pay for an alarm and not what
band students most like) that are to blame.
The impetus for revamping this system
can only come from the administration.
Grade: D
(2) The second recommendation was
that the school "provide students with a
variety of eating opportunities to allow
them to be hosts in a variety of ways."
While the Bistro offers some solace, little
has been done to improve students' opportunity to host dinner parties and
simple dinner conversation.
Try asking the next ten professors
you see to dinner in Mather. Watch their
reaction as they look to see if they too can
get a ticket for delicious beef night.
HamBn Hall has been marked as essentially off-limits for students while the
Washington Room is about as intimate
as the Capitol rotunda.
No space is available for expanded
food options at Trinity. Hamlin offers a
wonderful atmosphere but the administration, who dine there themselves, has

been more than reluctant to shake the
beast of the faculty and disturb their own
dining pleasure on the behalf of the students.
The committee also suggested that
students "have access to a Smith House
of their own" which would help facilitate hosting friends, faculty and parents.
To this administration responded with
Airport Terminal Mather Cave where
the floor is brighter but the food is just as
greasy and you have to wait even longer
for it.
Grade: D
(3) The third recommendation was
to "aid realistic student access to the
culture of the Northeast." Do you think
the Student Life Resource Center even
knew about the Dave Matthews concert
at Toad's Place two weeks ago? Why did
Psi-Uhavetorentabus? Students, as the
report said, should have access to a College assisted ticket service to allow them
to take advantage of all that is going on
around us. A voucher system was recommended to balance the fiscal inequality such opportunities might produce.
The committee made it abundantly
clear that all of the directives were to
"facilitate opportunities, not to prescribe
them." Yet again we see the failure of
please turn to page 4
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Promoting A Green, Healthy, Recyclable Campus
To the Editor:

bins, mostly for office paper, have been
removed from dorms and placed in storAlthough recycling began success- age due to lack of responsibility of the
fully at Trinity due to expressed student students.
concern in 1990, it has deteriorated in
After years of contaminated recyquality and effect over the past year. dingbins (anybinwilhapieceof trash or
Trinity's recycling effort was intended to non-recyclable item is contaminated) and
efficiently separate recyclable materials damaged, stolen bins, the decision was
from the trash of dorms, classrooms, and made to remove them, rather than try to
administrative offices. Recycling bins replace them or try to reduce misuse of
were purchased and distributed among the bins. One reason offered as to why
the buildings, and labeled in reference to the bins were so often misused was that
the collection of cans, bottles, office pa- many of the bins simplyaren't
per, and newspaper.
labeled as recycling bins or
Recently, those recycling bins have what can be put in them
disappeared. Because there are fewer
Once
the
recycling bins around campus, any trash recydables are taken
can is filled with bottle and cans, and the off campus to a Hartfew recycling bins there are have been ford recycling cencontaminated. As a result, one must ter, materials
actually go up or down stairs, into differ- judged to be
ent buildings, or walk all the way across "contamicampus to find a recycling bin that is nated" are
being used properly. The lack and mis- turned away,
use of recycling bins on campus has led wasting the time
'•tw*™..,,,
to a decrease of recyclable materials that and money it takes
' ',|jjCj ,-i
leaves this campus.
to transport the *frH'
In 1992, 13.04 tons of newspaper trash. Ultimately, by
from Trinity's campus were recycled, putting piece of trash
those numbers declined in the next 2 into a recycling bin, that
years. In 1993 the total tonnage of news- bin suddenly becomes a
paper was 11.82, and so far this year, we trash can. One piece of trash will deterhave only recycled 6.07 tons. Figures for mine the fate of paper,bottles, cans, newscardboard have gone down in recent papers intending to be recycled: either
years also, from 42.4 tons in 1993 to 34.27 the recycling center or the dump.
so far this year.
The ConnPIRG chapter at Trinity
Only bottles and cans have seen a has taken on the challenge of improving
constant increase over the years, from Trinity's recycling effort in a campaign
13.12 tons in 1993, to 17.56 tons this year. entitled "GreenCampus." Firstinorder
Trinity could do much better, and re- of priorities for the group is to restore the
cycle much more if we had more recy- number of recycling bins in the dormitocling bins, practically everywhere there ries. By conducting an audit of recycling
is a trash can.
bins, the group determined that several
We know what has happened to the dorms do not have enough recycling bins
recycling bins. According to Jose Silva, to regulate the amount of trash and
Superintendent of custodialstaffatBudld- recydables in the buildings.
ings & Grounds, many of the recycling
In Jarvis, for example, no bins desig-

Administration's Failing Grades
continued from page.?
ties by non-college, non-sponsored
administration to act even when vi- groups, or by the faculty andadminableoptionsareputin their lap. Have istration for student related activities,
you been to the Studentl.ife Resource should be minimal... so student social
Center lately? Wh.\t resources do activities may occur reasonably sponthey provide besides being an office taneously." Have you ever tried to
forTCAC and SG A who should have book the Washington Room? Three
their own offices in the first place? It to four months is about how much
is pathetic and inexcusable that this time you need. Hamlin can someschool has been unable or perhaps times be worse.
unwilling to art for the social benefit
Do you even know where to go to
of the students. The committee did bonk the. Washington Room or any
not ask the .school to provide upturns, other room on campus? Red (ripe
just simply to facilitate options. takes on a new dimension. Again
Again, administration lias dropped administration has shown its unwillthe ball.
ingness t(> act on the students' behalf
Grade: J;
on this mailer.
(4) I he fourth recommend a tion Grade: D
was to "provide on campus mobility." The committee suggested that
i would like to ask President
"students should have an emiron- Painter why nothing has. been done. 1
ment that permits them to ttviahye wonder ir helms even read the report.
spontaneously and aisuijlly..." This 1 would also like to ask Chairman
recommendation had two parts; to Kooppel if he remembers the report
make si udVnts feel safe by providing and jiit-t where we stand on the recstudent escorts and to improve the ommendations. This committee prestudent-: opportunity to socialise .it sented several options that wore in
the bust interest oi the student body.
the. dorm level.
Although thel Guardian nnnl.ims And without fanfaie or event, both
program exists, it desperately iKvds the administration and the Lrustees
to be expanded. Tile reports of oblo have forgotten all the promises that
IV coming TO dorms also will help were made.
the second half or' the recommendaI ask both President Painter and
tion. However, cable TV and the Chairman Koeppel 1. > i espund to each
occasional student with ;i yellow point and let Trinity know when the
jackal and a flashlight is not cnou^It. directives will be completed... or why
I'hu Guardian Bants program should they were forgotten. Tchallenge ihem
be pushed for strongly and TV's are both to prove thai in this academic
not enough. Such things as commu- envinmnicnt they can see the damage
nal microwaves and toaster ovens bad grades do and pledge to bring
their averages up. Right now the
should also be considered.
administration and the trustees are
Grade: C
(5) The fifth recommendation failing. Unlessanswersaregiven I see
was to "provide student acres:, to no reason w hv they should pass withCollege facilities." "The use of facili- out judgment.

nated for bottles and cans were found.
In Jackson, only two bins for bottles and
cans were found, but amazingly seven
newspaper receptades. Why the sporadic
distribution of recycling bins? Clemens
dormitory has twelve bins, eadn originally intended for each apartment-style
room.
For buildings like Clemens and
Anadama, the ratio of recycling bin to
student is about 4 to one, in a building
that houses about 60 students. In Jarvis,
where about 200 students
live, there are hardly
any recycling bins.
Does this make sense
to you?
Since the recent ban on kegs
in dorms, it is
more important
than ever that
we have receptacles for bottles
and cans, to hold
the beer cans
that students are
buying instead of
kegs this year.
According to Bob
Laptas of Buildings and
Grounds, the problem of recycling bins
disappearing or being misused is only
apparent in dormitories. Classroom
buildings and administrative offices are
still separating office paper and other
recydables responsibly.
If the school were to replace the
recyding bins that have been removed
from dorms, students need to act responsibly and use them for their intended
use. If the bins are constantly misused,
damaged or stolen, possible fines for the
entire building have been proposed,
much like dorm damage fines. If the
recycling from dormitories were to
improve, the school may invest in large
outdoor recycling bins to be placed in
high traffic areas of the campus.
This and other suggestions for
Trinity's recycling program are being
proposed by ConnPIRG's Green Campus Campaign tliissemester. Currently,
a detailed proposal is in the workings
that would outline improvements that
can be made in many areas around campus that would better Trinity's use of

resources on campus and reduce waste.
This proposal, once finished, willbe made
available to the student body and administration.
One area highlighted in the proposal is the ongoing problem of waste
and recycling in the Post Office. Improvements suggested require the registration of all campus mailings and announcements by way of mailboxes, and
more labeling of recycling bins (those
new grey trash cans hung on the walls
are actually for recycling, in addition to
the large wooden recycling bin donated
by the Class of 1990.)
Other improvements for Mather
Hall include possible registration and
regulations for flier posting and advertisements, and more efficient use of the
bulletin boards. If the bulletin boards in
the basement of Mather Hall were designated to individual organizations, announcements and advertisements for
events could be posted in one place, allowing people a reliable source of information.
There are also problems of tape pulling the paint off the walls. Required registration of flier posting could reduce the
amount of paper used, repairs for the
walls, and time spent by B&G pulling
outdated messages down.
All of this is intended to encourage
the use of other forms and resources for
campus communications. Use of electronic mail and voice mail for lecture and
dub announcements is encouraged as
well as use of announcement sections in
Trinity's three publications, either The
Trinity Tripod, The Trincoll Journal, or The
Other Voice.

The success of the recycling program at Trinity depends on the responsibility of the student body. The
reincorporation of recycling bins in dormitories is dependent on correct usage,
proper care, and respect
\
Use of recycling bins correctly combined with reductionof wasted resources
such as flier posting and the encouraged
use of voice mail, electronic mail and
campus publications would only better
the environmental efforts of the Trinity
Community.
Sincerely,
Brecky Beard '96

Organ Recital

!

Concert organist John Rose, college organist of Trinity College,
will present an organ recital at the Trinity College Chapel
on Sunday, November 6. 1994 at 3:00 PM as part of
the 1994-1995 Trinity College Organ Series.
Mr. Hose has been college organist and director of chapel music since
15)77. lie has performed in -12 of Ihe United States,
Australia. Cnnadn, Kin-ope, and Mexico and is featured regularly on
radio through liis "PYencIi Koniniitics" recordings
on MiuTowerliill label.
Mr. Hose's program will toilure works by J.S. Bach, John Cook, and
Cesar I'ruuek. us well us the complete
Third Organ Symphony by 1-ouis Vieme.
Concert is free to Trinity College faculty, students, and staff.
Far further injnrmat it in. rail,. land iiaii.scn i;i the Chapel at 297-2012
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The Governor's Race:
November 8,1994 is election day and the Trinity College
Voting Coalition(ConnPIRG, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,
and College Democrats) sent out questionnaires to the three
major candidates for governor concerning issues that will affect
us as college students.
John Rowland(R), William E. Curry, Jr.(D), and Eunice
Strong Groark(ACP) had approximately one week to return the
questionnaire, limiting their responses to fifty words or less.
Curry and Groark's responses are printed below; Rowland did
not respond to the questionnaire. There is additional information
on all three candidates in the ConnPIRG office downstairs in
Mather.

Candidate Profiles
John Rowland(R) is a graduate of Villanova University. In
1984, Rowland was elegted to the U.S.
* * * • * House of Representatives. While there,
f he served on the Armed Services Committee, Intelligence Committee, the Veterans' Affairs Committee, the House
Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse
and Control, and the House Republican
Anti-Drug Task Force. Rowland was named the Sierra
Club's "Clean Air Champion" for his work to reduce air
pollution. In 1990, the Republican Party named John Rowland
as their nominee for Governor, and in 1992, he served as
former President Bush's Connecticut Campaign Chairman.
Bill Curry(D) is a graduate of Georgetown University and
the University of Connecticut Law School.
He was first elected to office in 1978, serving
as State Senator for Connecticut's 9th Senatorial District. Following his work with the
State Senate, Curry worked in both national
and international public policy positions in
Washington, D.C. From 1985-1990 he was a
partner in the South Windsor law firm of
Berman, Curry and Russo. He was then elected back into
Connecticut politics in 1990 as the 57th Comptroller of
Connecticut.
Eunice Groark(ACP) graduated from Bryn Mawr College
and the University of Connecticut Law
School. In 1981 she was elected to the
Hartford City Council. She then served
the city of Hartford as Corporation Counsel from 1987-1990. Groark was elected
the first female Lieutenant Governor in
Connecticut in 1990. She serves as the
Chairperson of the Human Services
Cabinet and is an ex-officio member of the Economic Development Cabinet. In her capacity as Lieutenant Governor,
Groark is a member of the state Finance Advisory Committee.

Medical Research Pays Off
Medical research is very rewarding.
By participating in a clinical trial, not only can you help
make a difference in medicine,
but you will be compensated for your time.
The Hartford Center for Clinical Research has been a leader in the
field of research for over a decade, and is in need of your help!

Males Ages 18-40
You may be eligible to participate in our current anti-nausea
study if you are healthy and taking NO medications. The study
involves two (2) outpatient visits and a 24 hour inpatient stay.
$150.00 Compensation
Other restrictions apply. Call for more information.
1-800-234-4388 or 724-059O
The Hartford Center for CUnical Research
"Dedicated to the Advancement of Quality Medicine"

Candidates Speak On The Issues
It is estimated that by the year 2000, species will be becoming extinct at the
alarming rate of up to 100 species per day. This issue is of immediate concern to
us with the Endangered Species Act (ESA) up for reauthorization in Congress.
There is proposed legislation, such as H.R.4058, which would weaken the existing
E.S.A. Do you support such legislation or are you committed to strengthening the
Act? Why?
Curry: I do not support weakening the ESA. I strongly support a workable
Endangered Species Act which will protect and preserve our ecological heritage and
biological diversity. Bio-diversity is important not only for its own sake, but also for
future generations who may benefit from medicinal and other uses of species that are
still to be discovered.
Groark- I am a great supporter of our environment and of protection for
endangered species. However, this is a federal issue that I would not have a direct
impact on.
Since 1989, Connecticut has lost over 190,000 jobs, due largely to cut backs in
the defense industry and the relocation of many businesses out of state. What
means would you employ to encourage new businesses to locate in Connecticut
and what incentives would you offer for existing businesses to remain in the state?
Curry- I'll lower the cost of doing business by cutting property taxes and health
care costs. I'll redirect economic development dollars to community-based businesses, incubator businesses, and high-tech companies. I'll make public higher
education affordable to every high school graduate, young or old. I'll form partnerships between education and businesses to match job skills to employment needs.
Groark- Governor Weicker and I have worked for these last four years to
improve the business climate in Connecticut. We have done that by reducing
business taxes annually by more than $600 million. I will continue to improve the
business climate with tax incentives and policies that encourage jobs for our state,
particularly our urban centers.
As students in Connecticut, we feel that education should be of vital concern
to our elected officials. Since 1980 however, government funding for education
has been cut by 42 billion dollars. Do you support increasing the amount of money
that Connecticut spends on education? If yes, where do you propose to obtain the
funding to do so?
Curry- Yes. Every high school graduate deserves access to quality higher
education at a reasonable cost. That's why I've proposed to create an Education Trust
Fund to guarantee that public higher education is affordable to every high school
graduate, young or old. Tapping the State's bonding authority, the Fund would
provide low-interest loans to complement federal student loans.
Groark- As governor, I will focus our state's resources on providing for our
children and building a generation prepared for the challenges of the 21st century.
Higher education should receive additional funding, but we have a great restraint on
us: the state spending cap. I will work within that spending cap to improve our
education funding.
Homicide is the second leading cause of deaths nationwide for 15-19 year olds.
Connecticut's cities have been plagued recently with much of this violence, due in
large part to gang warfare. What steps would you take to stop the violence in our
streets and provide a healthy alternative to gangs for our youth?
Curry- I'd put 700 more cops on our streets and make community-based policing
our basic law-enforcement strategy. Ill support tougher, longer sentences for gangrelated crimes. Ill enforce laws against illegal possession of guns. I'll establish a
permanent Anti-Gang Task Force in the Dept. of Public Safety. I'll hire at least five
more prosecutors to be assigned to anti-gang cases. I'll break up prison gangs by
making sure members of the same gang are kept in different cell blocks. I'll enforce
a highly-disciplined prison environment to make our prisons turn out better citizens
rather than better criminals. I'll attack conditions which make crime flourish—such
as drug use, lack of opportunity, child abuse, and easy access to guns.
Groark-1 have proposed a five-point plan to put gangs out of business. Weneed
to use all the tools available to fight gangs, both police and prosecutors going after
the criminals and the proceeds from criminal activity. I will give the chief state's
attorney broader investigatory powers to fight this organized crime activity, which
is responsible for much of the fear that exists today about crime.
It is estimated that over one quarter of 18-24 year olds have no insurance
coverage. Many of these uninsured citizens are part-time employees, unable to
meet the high cost of medical bills. How do you propose to address the growing
problem of health care in our country?
Curry- We must tackle health care reform ourselves now that Congress has
failed to enact reform. I support a plan that 1) guarantees health insurance coverage
for everyone, 2) sets up privately-run, voluntary, health-care purchasing pools
which small employers and the self-employed will be able to join at affordable cost,
3) ensures that all patients have access to high quality services, 4) protects community-based services, and 5) does not sacrifice quality of care.
Groark- This year, we passed legislation to ensure access to health care for all
Connecticut's citizens by 1997. I will stand by that and work to implement a plan to
provide health care to all Connecticut's citizens.
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Robinson And Desmangles Give Talk On Crisis In Haiti
BY K.MICHAEL DERBY
Nezos Writer

Qn Thursday the 27th, Dr.
Randall Robinson along with
Trinity Prof. Leslie Desmangles
talked on the crisis in Haiti. The
discussion was heldin theBoyer
Auditorium and was sponsored
by the Pan African Alliance.
Dr. Robinson has recently
been in the public eye for the 27
day fast he undertook in protest
against the Clinton policy of
nonintervention in Haiti. He is a
staunch supporter of President
Aristede and, along with such
figures as Secretary of State
Warren Christopher, Sen. Tom
Harkin, and Connecticut Sen.
Chris Dodd, accompanied
Aristede in his return from exile.
Dr. Robinson opened the
talk with a history of U.S-Hatian
relations from the Jefferson administration to the fall of Baby
Doc. He blasted America for its
traditional "mean spirited"
treatment of that island nation.
He then proceeded to divide
Haitian society into three classes:
the aristocratic elite, the military, and the poor who are the
majority of the nation's population.
Race is an important factor
in the divisions; the elite coming
fromEuropeanandMiddleEastern descent while the poor are
of African ancestry.
He then gave an account of

Aristede's rise to power and how
the elites and the military plotted the coup against the new
president with the help of the
CIA. One large reason for the
coup was Aristede's plans to
make the wealthy pay taxes and
his plans to help the impoverished through actions as raising
the minimum wage from $.09 to
$.50 an hour.
Robinson senses the irony
of US foreign policy since the
Cold War and how the left is
now for intervention while the
right is against it. He feels that
"everything in Haiti has to be
rebuilt" and a level of 85% employment rate can help the nationregain prosperity. Therehas
to be a US policy of "aggressive
disarmament" against the Haitian military and retraining of
the armed forces and the police. Professor Leslie Desmangles and Dr. Randall Robinson discussed
However he feels the Clinton crisis in Haiti last Thursday.
policy of trying to make ablood- ish"; Colin Powell was por- the CIA created the story of
less occupation is futile for trayed as naive in insisting that Aristede's mental problems to
American forces have yet to pen- General Cedras was "an honor- undermine the return of democetrate the rural areas of the na- able man"; and Sam Nunn was racy to Haiti. Aristede, insisted
tion. He also blames a great deal wrongin Robinson's opinion for Robinson, is "one of the finest
of the Clinton policy on racism wanting to knock Aristede out human beings I have ever met."
in Florida and the political of the deal.
He then went on to blast the
power the voters have there.
The great foe in Robinson's Vatican for the recognition given
Robinson blasted the nego- eyes is the CIA. He linked the to the military government of
tiations that returned Aristede intelligence organization to mili- Haiti. Robinsonalso insisted that
to power. He criticized the ne- tary "thugs" in Haiti and ac- he was not a conspiracy theogotiations as "mismanagement cused the organization of "work- rist.
of policy" for the US did not seal ing at cross purposes" from
Prof. Desmangles exthe Haitian- Dominican Repub- Clinton's policy. He then stated plained the religious situation
lic border as well as the narrow that the President and the Con- in the nation and commented
amnesty given. Jimmy Carter gress have no effective control that the liberation movement, a
was labeled "naive" and "fool- of the CIA. He also claims that religious movement based on

the
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both Catholicism and voodoo,
is very important to watch.
Aristede had been connected to
this movement before his forced
exile. However Aristede has
now retreated back to only Catholicism and will perhaps not
be as effective with the masses
as he had been.
The questions from the audience dealt with the future of
the economy of Haiti and the
Caribbean as well as the role of
the CIA in the coup. Besides a
fair number of students attending, a number of listeners were
from off-campus.

Prominent Warsaw Journalist Speaks At Trinity
talk was held in McCook auditorium.
Professor Sam Kassow of the History
department introduced Gebert as a
Konstanty Gebert, leading journal- friend.
ist and political columnist of Warsaw
The talk addressed the present state
Poland gave a series of talks at Trinity of the Eastern European countries which
this past week.
threw off Communist power in 1989.
Mr. Gebert writes for the Gazeta Gebert addressed the fact that in this so
Wyborcza, the most highly esteemed called, "Velvet Revolution," the communewspaper in^Poland. He has covered nists are returning to power without
the Bosnian war for the past two years, bloodshed or violence. He stated that in
and has been a frequent guest on some areas experiencing unsolvable eth"Nightline." Mr. Gebert was also active nic conflict, the people feel that they can
in the underground press during the trust the Communists to resist their enemies with force.
Communist period.
Mr. Gebert is in the U.S. as a visiting
Many of these Communist parties
scholar, under the auspices of the Hewlett have returned to power under different
Faculty Seminar of Trinity, Connecticut names, such as in Hungary, with the
College, and Wesleyan.
Socialist Workers Party now being called
Mr. Gebert gave a talk on Wednes- the Socialist Party. He stated that many
day, October 26th, for the Trinity Hillel ofthe "clean" breaks with the past which
society entitled "The Jews in Eastern the Communists claim to have made are
more cosmetic than real.
Europe Today."
On Thursday, he gave a talk enHowever, Gebert stressed that the
titled "After Five Years: Refolution Be- communists returned to power through
trayed?" "Refolution," is a term coined democratic elections. In this way, he feels
to refer to revolution and reform. This that they are less powerful than it might
BY CINDY DARLING
News Editor

SGA Kicks Keg Ban Issue
continued from page 1

decide for ourselves."
In response to the denial of the third
step of their proposal, SGA posted signs
around campus, quoting Dean Winer as
saying "This is not a democracy," and
calling for student action. This was part
of SGA's attempt to try and get more
student attendance at general meetings.
The subsequent meeting held Monday brought a few more students, but
according to Lizz Platt '95, President of
SGA, there were still not as many people
as she would have liked. At this meeting,
SGA voted to reject the trustees' rejection
of the quarter keg proposal.
Recognizing the irresponsibility of
such a policy, Kevin Kopanon '96 asked,
"How do you propose to protect anyone

who has a keg and gets kicked out of
housing?"
However, on Friday the 28th, the
SGA decided to address the real root of
the problem: getting more voice in trustee
and faculty decisions, such as on the
Appointments and Promotions Committee which addresses issues such as tenure for faculty. According to Jonathan
Epstein '97, SGA Vice-President, SGA
has accepted that the keg issue is moot.
Instead, they want to become more
proactive.
Citing the fact that the SGA had no
power to protect students from the consequences of hosting kegs in the dormitories, at the October 31st meeting, SGA
rescinded their rejection of the trustees'
ban on kegs.

at first be thought.
He went on to examine the reasons
for the switch back to Communist power
in these countries, citing economic reasons as the main cause. He took Poland
as a main example.
According to Gebert, Poland had
not experienced over-unemployment in
45 years. Now the rate is 16.5% and social
welfare is non-existent. For people who
are laid off, they are unable to re-qualify.
Poland has no economic place in this
new situation. For that reason, the democratic transformation was a defeat for
Poland and many other countries.
Gebert stated that the industrial
working class was the group that made
the revolution in the first place, however,
the people who benefited most from it
were the Communists. The democratic
parties provided no alternatives.
The one positive thing that Gebert

related concerning the entire post-Communist experience was the fact that
people in Poland no longer had to stand
in queues. Gebert stated that he personally has been given three extra hours per
day that he used to use to line up for basic
commodities.
Gebert ended his talk on a positive
note, saying that "the good news is the
bad news is not as bad as it may seem."
Though democracy seems to be losing
out in these countries, he stated that Communist power can only slow down free
market reforms, not break it down.
He said that," We must remember
that this takes place within the framework of a functioning democratic system."
After his talk, Gebert fielded questions from the audience, concerning issues ranging from the role of the peasant
parties in these countries to the church.

EROS Fights Intolerance
issues, It complained of ipconsistrnladminis Li alive support of ga\ s on c«impus
dnd little discussion of the issues suirounding homosexuali'tv.
'I he Trinity cuincuhim was desi'i ibed as missinga multitude, of i
which iru!udt>d homosexual li
and issues of homosexuality. In addition to the lack of a comfortable altitude
for homosexuals at Trinity, the guide
found that Trinity's approach to
academia did not deal with the issue, of
homosexuality.
In response to these allegations
David Winer, Dean of Students, formed
a committee. He described the purpose
of thus committee: "to make this, a more
comfortable place for people of different sexual preferences." However, it
must be noted that the committee has
failed to meet this year.
If$bitniGuiilehiColle%es, Trinity received
Dean Winer is aware of the situaa poor rating. The guide found that the tion and assures H.K.O.S. that the commajority of the Trinity student body mittee will begin work in the near fuwas un.supportive of gay and lesbian ture.
• omwumfnvi' /

. Fven indi\ iduals who find it neoo'i.iry Lo wi iic homophobic comments
next lo ours are in be. thanked, if for
nothing than i etleeting the. prejudice on
campus " This subtle prejudice atTriniL_v lhaL m.iny members of t.R.O.S. Ice!
niaj be less overt than physical violence, but i« slill prejudice.
h.R.O.S.'h original mission, stated
member RobinSchilfman'l)7, is "to create a space, a group, and a voice, so
there is some support for lesbians and
gays." However, the group has taken a
larger role on rampus> because fi.R.O.S.
members feel that the atmosphere and
attitude toward homosexuality ntTrini tymuiit undergo a fundamental evolution in order for real tolerance to be
achieved.
In a 1993 issue of the Gnu and
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Trinity Unites With Neighborhood For Halloween
BY CINDY DARLING
News Editor

After donning costumes Friday and
Saturday night for various Halloween
parties, Trinity students turned out on
Sunday to participate in Community
Outreach's fifth annual Halloween on
Vernon Street.
The annual event brings in children
from theneighborhoodandaround Hartford to trick or treat at dorms and fraternities on Vernon Street. It is one of the
only events which draws together so
many Trinity organizations and students.
The meeting place for all of the kids
and their parents was the Bistro. The
Bistro was decorated with cobwebs and
filled with activities. There was a table
for face painting, an area where kids
made a group mural, and videos to watch
before and after they went out, as well as
a place for parents to rest. From the Bistro, Trinity students led their groups of
kids around to the various activities up
and down Vernon Street.
The events sponsored by the dorms
varied from fortune telling at the Cleo
house, candy pong at Pike, pumpkin
painting at High Rise, games at Praxis,
and pumpkin carving and dancing at
AD. New Dorm sponsored cupcake decorating and fortune telling. The Newman
Club sponsored a haunted house in the
Crypt Chapel.
North Campus featured a magic
showgivenbyCourtneyBragar'98, who
does children's birthday parties for fun.
She performed a variety of tricks, including the children in them as she went
along.
By far, the most popular event was
the haunted house at St. A's Hall. Many

children remembered it from last year,
and were eager to go again. Perhaps this
was the reason for the long line leading
up to the haunted house. It took some
groups as long as a half an hour to get in.
The fraternity limited the number of kids
allowed in for each walk through, since
the house was so scary. Once inside,
however, the wait was worth it, with
shrieking goblins, ghosts on the pool
table and creatures springing from the
corner to grab the kids as they walked
through.
Kids and their parents didn't come
only from Hartford. Ida Rogers of
Bloomfield brought her daughter Ashley
and a group of children from her church
to campus. She camebecause some of the
kids had been last year and were raving
about it. "I got so excited just hearing
about it, I couldn't wait to come here to
be part of this fun. It's just great because
everything is different...This is fantastic.
I've never seen anything like this before." Rogers stated that this was an especially good Halloween for her and her
daughter, as usually, "I don't bring my
daughter out because I'm scared to."
Tara Gill, Coordinator of Community Outreach, said that "Halloween on
Vernon Street provides a safe place for
the neighborhood kids to trick or treat."
The kids and their parents weren't
thinking about safety as they went to all
of thedifferentevents. CarmelaMazzotta
'97 said, "I think I'm having more fun
than the kids!"
This seemed to be the consensus of
most who participated. It was clear that
the children weren't the only ones who
benefited. Trinity students came together
to join in on the fun, and to forget about
work for a couple of hours.
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Trinity Students and trick or Treaters Meet in the Bistro for face
painting and refreshments.

As Rachel Schneider, a Community
Outreach Project Head stated, "Halloween on Vemon Street is important because beyond providing a fun Halloween experience for Hartford school children, it brings Trinity and it's neighbors
closer. ..Another positive thing is that it
unites many Trinity students."
Kathy Robinson, also a Community
Outreach Project Head, remarked that
there was a much larger turnout of children this year. This may have been due
to the good weather. Also, many people

returned after having had a fun time last
year. Because of the large turnout, many
groupsranoutof candy half waythrough.
However, the supply was soon replenished by Community Outreach.
Schneider said, "It's wonderful to
see such a larger number of students
involved in Community Outreach."
Clearly, Halloween on Vernon Street has
established itself as a tradition at Trinity
which provides fun for all, while bringing two seemingly different worlds together.

Minority Groups Granted Permanent Seats On SGA
continued from page I

Parliamentarian Mick Nardelli '97
noted that "it would require changing
the constitution" in order to meet this
demand.
"We can't just start handing out
seats. That's belittling these people that
actually ran," declared Jason Cincotti '96.
Aaron Jacobs '97 offered some advice: "If you want representation, then
run." Along with his comment, it was
noted that the average number of votes
required to become an SGA senator in
the last election was six.
"We have different perspectives because we are a minority," said Yu-Chien
Chen '95. "We have no foot in the door."
Establishing these minority seats, he ar-

gued, would allow minority issues to be
addressed by the SGA.
The issue of representation within
the SGA then became a topic of discussion. Justin Van Etten '96 declared,
"When it comes down to voting, we
should vote in the best interest of the
students [irrespective of race or creed]."
The issue was tabled, to be voted
upon at the following SGA Senate meeting on Monday, October 31st.
Last night, over one hundred students crammed into the conference room
adjacent to the Rittenberg Lounge to discuss the representation (or lack thereof)
of minority students within the SGA.
Jonathan Epstein '97 motioned to
establish a voting seat for the Minority

It Takes the Best of Both Worlds to Prepare
for an International Affairs Career
Combining a multidisciplinaiy academic tradition with realworld job skills, the M.A. Program in International Relations at
the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs
gives its graduates the edge in the international job arena.
Advanced technology learning environ- j
ment and global videoconferencing. J

(

Summer internship programs \
in Washington, D.C., and
Geneva, Switzerland
J

Outstanding faculty commited to effective]
teaching and thoughtful advisement
j

(

Alumni network of more thaoN
6000 professional graduates I
worldwide
J

Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs
Syracuse University
For more information:
International Relations Program
Syracuse University
225 Eggers Hall
Syracuse, NY
13244-1090

Call: (315) 443-2306

mff

Fax:(315)443-5451

Affairs Council (MAC), formerly known
as the Minority Coalition. The representative of MAC would be decided within
MAC. After the passage of this motion,
a supplementary motion would then be
made to establish a MAC seat on the SGA
Steering Board, the committee which
determines the agenda of the Senate.
However, plans fell apart, when a
new motion was introduced by Nardelli
and Jim Moodie '96, which proposed the
elimination of all special interest seats on
the SGA (i.e. TCAC, IFC, PAA and the
such). Then, the motion would create a
separate body called the Minority Grievance Council (MGC).
The Council would be open to any
group on campus which felt itself not
represented by the SGA. The chair of the
MGC would be responsible for taking all
ideas, all desires, and all grievances
brought forth in the MGC meetings to
the SGA Steering Board. Through the
chair, it was suggested, the minorities
would then have a direct link to the
agenda of the SGA Senate.
Van Etten amended this motion by
eliminating all of the active clauses. He
then replaced the empty motion with the
establishment of six voting seats: one
African American, one Latino, one Asian,
one Jew, one Indian, and one person of
an "alternative sexual orientation."
This was greeted with praise from
those in attendance. Said Nego Pile '95,
"I believe that this is a compromise."
"This would create a seat that would
discriminate according to race, ethnicity,
et cetera... It goes against the charter of
the school," declared Jacobs.
Along the lines of the intent of Van
Etten's amendment to the Nardelli/
Moodie motion, Cincotti proposed the
disbandment of SGA, which would then
be replaced with a "quota system representative government based on the admissions statistics of each year." This
was immediately voted upon with a resounding "nay" from the Senate.
Kevin Kopanon '96 focused the

group: "We have a problem here. This is
a legitimate concern among students...
This (the Van Etten amendment) is a way
to incorporate people who don't feel incorporated."
Frustrated by the indecision and
seeming incompetence of the SGA, the
secretary, Cincotti, then resigned.
Commenting on the atmosphere of
the room, Van Etten said, "Watching all
of our spectators come into this room this
afternoon, I realize that the SGA is racist... [My amendment] is going to create
a much more diverse SGA." He then
added, "It doesn't stop others, who are
represented by these groups, from running."
Joy Wright '95 then advised, "Put
[the responsibility of determining the
minority representatives] in the clubs. It
is in our constitutions that we cannot
discriminate on the basis of color."
Responsive to this, Paul Wasserman
'95 amended Van Etten's amendment
such that the minority clubs would instead nominate their own representatives. The amendment was accepted by
Van Etten, so it did not require a vote by
the Senate. The motion then became
strikingly similar to the motion made by
the Minority Coalition on October 24th,
with the addition of an EROS representative.
At this point, Don Hevner '97 announced his resignation. His rationale
was that he "was written on by six of his
friends" and not through a democratic
process.
Noting that the SGA was diminishing in size, the debate was closed and a
vote was called to determine whether to
accept the Van Etten/Wasserman
amendment to the Nardelli/Moodie
motion. This passed, 21-10-7.
The Senate then voted in favor of
establishing these seats on the SGA, 2410-3. These changes will take effect as of
the Winter elections, and will expand the
SGA Senate to include 54 representatives.
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Highlights Of The Gubernatorial Debate At Trinity
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
Metro-Hartford Writer
On Wednesday the 23rd,
the four major gubernatorial
candidates debated in the Washington Room. The debate was
cosponsored by Trinity and
WTIC AM. and was covered on
the radio station.
The four candidates who
participated were: Democrat
comptroller Bill Curry; Lt. Gov.
Eunice S. Groark, the A Connecticut Party candidate; Republican John Rowland; and Independence Party candidate Tom
Scott. Joseph Zdonczyk, the
Concerned Citizensof Connecticut candidate, was not invited
to the debate, for WTIC did not

talked about how the state was
on the rise from the recession
but warned of the "fragile recovery" now occurring. Curry
commented on "a mood in the
public" that he has observed
across the state. He spoke of the
citizens of Connecticut and their
anger that has turned to sadness.
He feels that to restore the
faith of the voters the race has to
be about "not changing governors but changing government."
Scott referred to the state being
at a crossroad and attacked the
party structure and the "elitist"
Lowell Weicker for damaging
the state through the tax policy,
namely the income tax. Scott labeled his campaign a "crusade

Rowland attacked Weicker as well and
stressed that the issues are jobs, crime, education, and welfare reform. These issues, said
Rowland, are all interrelated.
see him as a viable candidate.
The candidates stated their positions and vigorously attacked
one another and, while no candidate did poorly, Scott performed the best.
The debate was divided
into two sections. First, the moderators from WTIC asked each
candidate a question. Secondly,
listeners from across the state
were able to phone in and ask
the candidates questions which
they were personally interested
in.
In both sections, the candidate to which the question was
directed, could reply for two
minutes. The other three candidates were given an opportunity for a one minute rebuttal.
Groark opened with a plea
to "hold a steady course" and
defended
the
Weicker
administration's record. She

to save Connecticut" and labeled
the others as "business as usual"
politicians.
Rowland attacked Weicker
as well and stressed that the issues are jobs, crime, education,
and welfare reform. These issues, said Rowland, are all interrelated.
While the usual topics of
tax and welfare reform were
brought up, a number of lesser
discussed issues were brought
up as well. Amongst these other
issues were: doctor assisted suicide, the right for voters to recall
elected public
officials,
children's rights, desegregation
of public schools, and funding
for state universities.
Curry called for creating an
educational trust fund to help
middle class families send their
children to state schools. Groark
called for more R&D and en-

ALICE VAKADA

Gubernatorial candidates Bill Cuny, Eunice Groark, John Rowland and Tom Scott.
dowments at UConn and other that both Curry and Rowland and as strong as she had been in
universities. Rowland blasted should behave in an "adult and previous performances.
The crowd was a large and
Weicker and called for a reform intelligent manor." Scott, the
of the bureaucracy and Scott, candidate with the lowestpopu- lively one with a number of parthough praising UConn as a larity, was not attacked by the tisans for each candidate. How"state treasure", thinks a new other three and was actually ever the number of Trinity stuinfrastructure has to be estab- praised by Curry as being hon- dents attending was low. One
lished.
est with the voters. Scott took reason for this was very little
Curry and Rowland spent advantage of the situation by advertising on campus and a
the entire night blasting each attacking the other three and large number of students regretother and defending their re- showing flashes of wit through- ted not knowing of the debate.
spective records. At times the out the debate. The IndepenAfter the debate, Scott
fight between the two got nasty. dence candidate had been a ra- praised WTIC and Trinity for
Rowland claimed that during dio talk show host before the "encouraging voters to contrast
Curry's service in the statehouse campaign and was very much the candidates" and after hearthe Democrat voted to raise taxes in his element throughout the ing Prof. Fulco's verdict said his
seventeen times while Curry debate.
campaign was "picking up
accused the Republican of disDespite the attacks traded speed in each debate." Rowland
torting his record as well as at- amongst one another, no candi- still remains on top of the polls
tacking Rowland for being a date really
floundered. with Curry anywhere from 6%
high priced lobbyist in Wash- Rowland, the front runner, was to 12% behind. Groark is a disington.
able to escape unharmed as did tant third; however, her candiThe two candidates also his leading challenger Curry. dacy will get a boost from the
attacked the Weicker-Groark Groark, according to Prof. Fulco, endorsement of the Hartford
record. Groark defended the who commented on the debate Courant. Scott is behind, trailadministration and commented for WTIC, was not as articulate ing Groark by 5%.

October & Hartf ord's Public Education System Reviewed
dialogue of September and prior individuals).
must be considered.
Control of the school
Balancing the school system's finances was a point of
October 1994 was a land- system's budget has been a per- contention among several key
mark month for Hartford's pub- petual problem, not only for city officials, as they sought
lic education system. To begin, Hartford and not only at this some sort of consensus over the
Hartford put itself on the map time. However, this solution contract.
by becoming the first city to hire (hiring a private company) is
The Hartford City Council
a private company to manage unique. Other schools in Balti- voted 5-3-1 to approve a revised
all of its public schools. Addi- more and Miami Beach have version of the EAI contract on
tionally, the prospect of deseg- contracted EAI to help manage Monday, October 24th. Their
regation in public schools was particular schools, but never has revisions addressed their condebated and skeletal plans were an entire city's school system cerns over the management of
made towards achieving this been contracted out.
city funds: EAI may now be
end.
As of the October 3rd ap- audited by the council. Further,
Withregard to Trinity's par- proval, the main points of the EAI pledged to strongly recruit
minorities. Also, the council
ticular interest in Hartford's contract included:
education system, plans on the
• EAI would have control struck the clause that guarandevelopment of a magnet school of the $171.1 million already teed that the money allocated
in Hartford have continued to budgeted for the schools, as well for EAI operations would inbe debated. When asked what as $29 million in grants; any ex- crease annually.
role Trinity College should play cess cost would have to be footed
The council-approved proin the politics of Hartford, by the company; further, sala- posal is now before the board of
Mayor Mike Peters simply said, ries and bills must be paid be- education for consideration, to"You've got to be a part of it."
fore allocating money towards night, Tuesday, November 1st.
Education Alternatives, Inc.
new programs or materials;
Desegregation
Although a date has not yet
• In return, EAI must proThe Hartford Board of Education voted 6-3 in favor of a vide a "clean, safe and efficient been set, the 1989 case of Sheff v.
five-year contract for Minneapo- environment" for which the O'Neill will proceed soon. The
lis-based EAI to manage its 32 schools can teach and be man- bulk of Sheff v. O'Neill is the
public schools on October 3, aged, by providing management claim that Hartford city students
1994. However, at this point, services, supplies, computers, are denied the same public eduthere was still considerable dis- teacher training, instructional cational opportunities which are
afforded to suburban students.
agreement about the particulars materials and so forth;
of the contract: for instance,
• The Board of Education However, the case met with dehow much money can EAI con- shall be the ultimate authority; lay in late September, as Judge
trol and to what degree are they disputes that can not be settled Hammer considered the quesaccountable and to whom? To between the Board and EAI shall tion of whether the city of Hartunderstand what this means, the be mediated by an outside ford should be a defendant in
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Opinion Editor

the case. This question was
prompted by a 1993 Connecticut desegregation planning law,
which mandated that all cities
and towns of Connecticut participate in a desegregation planning process.
In mid-October, the Area
Nine Regional Planning Forum
issued a report which proposed
recommendations to promote
diversity in Greater Hartford's
public schools. The proposals
included such options as expanding the foreign language
programs in the public schools,
developing Hartford's Project
Concern (which allows Hartford
children the chance to attend

ports any and all efforts towards
desegregation of the Greater
Hartford schools. In addition,
Peters said, "I think we should
have mandatory residence requirements for police, firemen,
and teachers... Over 75% [of
these city employees] live outside of the city of Hartford." To
those who apply for city jobs,
Peters said that what should
happen is that "if you want a job
that pays $45,000, you gotta live
here. If not, thank you very
much; next please."
Magnet Schools
As stated in the Strategic
Plan of Trinity College, Trinity
shall "work with public school

Balancing the school system's budget has
been a perpetual problem, not only for Hartford and not only at this time.
suburban schools), furthering
plans on magnet schools, and
addressing the continual problem of inadequate funding.
The distinction between
"diversity" and "desegregation"
was emphasized. Diversity was
encouraged by the Forum, while
they were hesitant to use the
word "desegregation" as the
degree of segregation in
Hartford's public schools awaits
decision (viz. Sheff v. O'Neill).
Mayor Peters strongly sup-

officials in the city and throughout the region to develop and
implement plans for one or more
regional magnet schools in Hartford that will be linked closely
with Trinity."
However, as it stands now,
Trinity is second in line for becoming part of the magnet
school endeavor; the University
of Hartford is being given primary consideration. As Mayor
Peters said, "Things are still
moving along."
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The Darkest Horse: A Look At Jerry Labriola
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
Metro-Hartford Writer

In a year, when Democratic Senators look vulnerable, the junior senator
from Connecticut, Joe Lieberman, looks
invincible. He has a safe majority (over
60% support in the polls) and has easily
outraised his opponent for campaign
money. Still, despite these advantages
the incumbent holds, the challenger is
waging a spirited campaign for the Senate seat.
Dr. Jerry Labriola, a pediatrician, is
a lifelong resident of Naugatuck and has
seen in his 62 years "how things have
changed in that time for all of us here in
our beloved Connecricut/'Hehas served
in the Navy, at Glendale Health Care
Center, and as Chief of Staff at Waterbury hospital. He served the 15th District
as a State Senator for two years and ran as
the endorsed Republican candidate for
Lt. Governor in 1982 when the G.O.P
ticket was defeated. He was a candidate
for the Republican gubernatorial nomination in 1982 and 1986.
Labriola came out of political re-

tirement to take on Sen. Lieberman for a
variety of reasons. As a doctor, Labriola
is appalled with the Clinton health care
plan. According to the Republican candidate, "When Congress starts practicing medicine, it's time to send a doctor to
the Senate." Labriola has created his own
health care reform plan that stress reducing rising health care costs through simplifying paperwork, reforming medical
schools (including adding more minority scholarships), urging hospitals to create cost containment commissions, and
reformingmalpractice suits. Labriola also
seeks to expand access to insurance and
believes the way to finance these efforts
is through reducing foreign aid by 20%,
eliminating unemployment benefits of
illegal aliens, streamlining the Congressional budget, and reducing and eliminating farm subsidies.
Labriola also stresses campaign finance reform and attacks Lieberman
whose campaign hasbeengreatly funded
from out of state sources. The Labriola
plan includes limiting PAC contributions
as well as limiting the amount all contributors can give to a campaign to a

$1,000. Labriola would also allow union
members to object when their dues were
used to support candidates and causes
the member did not support.
A tactic that Labriola is employing
is seeking to connect Lieberman to President Clinton. Claiming that Lieberman
supported the President 95% of the time,
Labriola has accused the incumbent of
saying one thing in Connecticut and doing another in Washington. Labriola refers to Lieberman as "the master of fake
right, vote left." He also blames
Lieberman for "casting the deciding vote
for the largest tax increase in American
history, a tax that fell hardest on his own
state, a tax that has plunged working
people and businesses across this state
into deeper trouble."
Labriola also thinks that families
need to be stronger in society and wonders, "Six years from now, at the end of
the next Senate term for this seat...what
will the world look like when my granddaughters stare out that window in
Naugatuck? Will they be filled with wonder at a nation and a state dedicated to
giving them every chance to grow and

prosper and build a family and a future?
Will they pass on their own faith in God
and a belief that America is not just a
country, but a precious idea, still worth
defending with even more precious life ?
Or will our children and grandchildren,
just six years from now, in the year 2000,
look in horror at a system bereft of values, tyrannical in taxation, and frightening in its power to oppress the individual- a true Orwellian nightmare." But
unlike many other conservative candidates, Labriola is pro-choice. While personally opposed to abortionhe feels "government coirtmgandtellmg an individual
how to make a choice is not right."
While Labriola has been accused
of mudslinging, the doctor has not yet
made a dent in Lieberman's popularity.
The main reason, as the Labriola campaign admits, is lack of funding. Yet the
Republican candidate claims that there
is "an opportunity to unseat Liebermanthis is a winnable race." Labriola's optimism has not hurt his campaign. Despite
the odds, Labriola plans to continue waging a spirited battle against Sen.
Lieberman to November 8.

Marriott Can't Beat Real NY Bagels For Breakfast
BYBETHFENWICK
Metro-Hartford Writer

There are those times when a person
just needs to get away from good ole
Trin, and I know of the perfect remedy,
especially for my Sunday morning hangover. My fellow student, Hannah
Stevens, and I are going to take a jaunt
into West Hartford to the Manhattan
Bagel Company, the location of extensive bagel dishes. It is located in the West
Hartford^Center -m\ .theright ^side of
Farmington Avenue:
We enter through the back, after
parking in the free municipal lot (I am
warning you from personal experience
to stay away from the meter-parking
spots, those wretched meter maids will
get you every time.) As we walk in, I am
struck by the overwhelming aroma of
fresh bagels, only to walk past the win-

dows that look into the kitchen, where
the "chef" is cooking what seems to be 8
million bagels.
There are so many bagels, from the
traditional kinds to spinach or salt. Since,
I am as hungry as you can get on a
Sunday morning, I needed something
filling, something beyond a bagel and
cream cheese. The menu is spread on the
wall before me containing breakfast and
lunch selections. I finally decide on a
whole wheat bagel with a fried egg and
•American cheese^. However, aivover-v
zealous employee suggests a plainbagel,
which has just come out of the oven!
How could I resist as he goes into the
back to get a piping hot bagel?!
I practically hit Hannah, as she is
staring at the menu board, completely
engrossed in its vastness and ignoring
the "Can I help you?" repeated over and
over.

'Til have the bacon, egg, and cheese
on oat bran, please. No, make that whole
wheat, andlwouldlikeapoppywiththe
raspberry spread to go."
There are tons of spreads: vegetable,
apple walnut, lowfat and regular cream
cheeses, just to name a few.
Things are already starting to look
better; we both order piping hot cups of
fresh brewed coffee. I have my Manhattan Bagel mug; so, it is cheap (65 cents.)
In no time, our breakfasts are ready. I
grab«a napkin, to wipe off the only=spare

table, and I notice the mixed company:
the two women, exchanging stories and
showing pictures; the thirty something
couple, the retired grandparents, and
Hannah and I.
My breakfast sandwich melts in my
mouth and the mini bagel I ordered will
really tide me over. If I ever want to go
for a study break or small snack, a mini
bagel will be perfect. Anyhow, as we
were leaving I was intent on my return to
the quaint place that had cured me of the
Sunday morning.uneasiness.

Tripod

Mcvie Review

The River Wild: Your
Predictable Action Thriller
SHOWCASE CINEMAS
936 Silver Lane, East Hartford, 568-8810
Shows after 11PM on weekends only
Pulp Fiction
The River Wild
Only You
Shawshank Redemption
The Little Giants
Jason's Lyrics
Wes Craven's Nightmare
The Specialist
Radio Land Murders
The Puppet Masters
Love Affair
I Like It Like That

1:00,2:00,4:00, 5:00, 7:00
8:00,9:50,11:00
1:30,3:45, 7:15,9:30,11:40
1:35,4:10, 7:10, 9:25,11:30
1:25,4:15,7:05,10:05
1:10,3:20,5:25, 7:45
10:00,12:00
1:40,4:25,7:45,10:10
1:50,4:40, 7:20,9:40,11:45
1:15,3:30, 5:30,7:40, 9:55,12:00
1:00,3:10, 5:20, 7:30,9:45,11:55
1:05, 3:15,7:25,9:35,11:50
1:20, 3:25,5:35,7:50,10:15,12:25

CINEMA CITY
235 Brainard Road, Hartford, 549-0030
Early shows on Saturdays and Sundays only
1:00,3:45,6:55,9:35
Quiz Show
1:20,4:05, 7:05, 9:40
Ed Wood
1:30,4:15,7:15,9:45
What Happened Was
1:10, 3:55, 6:45, 9:30
Forrest Gump

actors did almost all of the stunts themselves and their looks of fear are more
real than performed. It's not only the
The River Wild essentially involves a action on the river that kept my attention
dysfunctional family that, through a hor- but the situation between the family and
rendous ordeal on the river, manages to sociopath. He takes them hostage durput the pieces back together. The begin- ing the journey and forces the mother, an
ning scenes give us a quick glimpse into experienced rafter, to bring them down
what has been going wrong in this fam- the most treacherous section of the river.
ily; but, they are much too brief. The plot Despite the negative aspects of the movie,
development is rushed so the family can the action saves The River Wild and keeps
get out on the river and the action can us attentive and on the edge of our seats.
begin. The suspenseful river ride is the
Meryl Streep plays the mother of the
crux of the movie.
dysfunctional family and gives a very
Another problem with this movie is strong performance. Her character is a
it's predictable nature. Each step, either tough lady, a lot stronger than her husbecause of the music playing, a line said, band, who isn't going to take s—t from
or some weird omen, the audience can anyone. Meryl Streep seems to fit into
guess the direction of the movie: Right this role perfectly and provides the right
before the family departs on their jour- mixture of strength and emotion. If this
ney, a good-looking young man is intro- balance had been thrown off and the
duced to them. This scene is where the character was anymore emotional the
movie really begins. He's a complete movie would have been annoying and
sociopath and makes the family's trip doomed to fail. Kevin Bacon plays the
down the white river rapids a lot more sociopath and gives a solid performance
aswell. This isn'this typical college-type
hectic.
Predictable and generic. Yet some- role and gives him a chance to show he's
how I managed to enjoy the film and exit talented and versatile.
77K River Wild is definitely exciting
the theatre actually liking the movie. This
is an action film and this is the side of the yet plagued by instances of typicality. If
production that really fulfills it's prom- you have a lot of money, go see it in the
ise. The white water rapid scenes are theatre; otherwise, wait for it to come out
awesome to watch on the big screen. The on video.

BY KIRSTEN HOEHN
Metro-Hartford Writer
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Discussing Findings On The Origins Of Halloween
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
Features Writer

What is Halloween? Dressing up in
crazy costumes, getting free candy wherever you can, telling ghost stories and scaring people? Every year I follow along
with these traditions, enjoying the fes-.
tivities. This year, however, I realized
that I have no idea where Halloween
and all the traditions that go with it
came from. So, I went to the library
and did a little research. I found out
some interesting things about
why people do the things
they do on October 31st every year.
Halloween originated
from a Celtic festival of the
dead. Actually, it was a New
Year celebration. It may seem a
little morbid to honor the dead
at the coming of a new year, but
it is said that Samhain, the lord of
the dead, allowed the souls of the dead to
return to their homes on this special night.
Families worshiped him because they
were able to feel the spirits of their loved

ones around them on the special
evening. Instead of being on January 1
like it is today in the U.S., the Celtic
new year was on November 1, making
the celebration of the dead on October
31, our Halloween day.
The custom of dressing up for
the occasion comes from the fact
that during this festival honoring
Samhain, people had bonfires and
made sacrifices, animal and human, while dressing in animal
skins.
The
tradition
changed a little when
the Romans conquered
the Celts. They now had
two festivals instead of
one at the new year. The
first was the traditional
celebration of the dead.
The second, however, was
held in honor of Pomona,
the goddess of fruit. Some
believe this is why apples became associated with Halloween.
In addition to the ritual of the
dead, there is a religious background

place each year. On many occasions,
people would go out begging on All
Saints Day. It is not clear how homeless
adultsbegging for food and money transferred to children going from house to

to the holiday. In A.D. 800's, the church
created All Saint's Day on November 1.
The mass said on this day was called
Allhallowma, and the night before became All Hallowe'en. Hence the name of

The custom of dressing up for the occasion comes from the
fact that during this festival honoring Samhain, people
had bonfires and made sacrifices, animal and human,
while dressing in animal skins.
our present day festivities.
Another fun fact is the origin of the
Jack-o'-Lantern. Originally they were
used as lanterns, because people did not
have electric lights. In England, beets,
potatoes, and turnips were also hollowed
out and used for light..
The pumpkins were named after a
man who could not enter heaven because he was a miser. He also could not
go to hell because he played jokes on the
devil. As a result, he had to walk the
earth with a lantern until Judgment Day.
Finally, we have an explanation for
the mass collection of candy that takes

house begging for candy, but I guess all
traditions have to be modernized. Halloween, like many holidays has lostmuch
of its meaning along the way.
The amazing thing is that not only
the United States, but other countries
across the world participate in similar
festivals.
The Mardi Gras and Carnival are
two other celebrations during which
people dress up in costumes. I guess
everyone wants the opportunity to
change their identity and become someone or something totally different, even
if only for one night.

ALONG THE LONG W A L K
Whafs the best thing about
cross dressing?

Jennifer Dane
"ii keep* yjur b:vr
confused."

Kate Koburts W=>
"III

Bain '97
"Goini; io iUc bathroom
these ikirts fire e*»s\

P

1

Corey Kish worth '97
Annette Fernandez'%
"Dominating."

'**'*'

Emi1> Woods '98
Fran Gazmuri '98
'Bccau&e it makes you
feel hot as hell/'

Matt C.ecrtsnu '97
"All of the Crow guys
trying to pick me up."
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Survey Examines Campus Social Life Since Keg Ban
BY WHITNEY POMEROY
Features Editor

The recent ban on kegs in
dorms has had the majority of
the student body in an uproar
ever since the beginning of this
semester. The what-seemed-tobe under the table move by the
Board of Trustees to prohibit
the presence of kegs in dorms
has had many students feeling
as though they don'thave a voice
and that our campus is not a
democracy, but an autocracy.
Many students feel as though
the issue has become one of a
violation of our freedom to do
as we choose within the privacy
of our own rooms.
Regardless, the deed is
done, and presently, we
are unable to host kegs in
our dorm rooms.
Lately, I have been
hearing differing rumors about the effect
that the ban has had
on the social life here
at Trinity.
I found that there
are particular differences in campus life
after conducting a
survey of a random sample of
students- 50 males and 50 females from the sophomore, junior, and senior classes. We classified the respondents in categories of class, sex, and whether
or not they belonged to a Greek
organization.
Since this creates a number
of differing motivations for each
response, I have included the
results of the survey with this

article for those of you who are
actually interested in who answered what.
The purpose of the survey
was to obtain factual testimony
as to the shifts in patterns of
party life at Trinity from this
year versus last year.
The majority of those surveyed said that they drink either the same, or less than they
did last year. Only eighteen
percent actually believe that they
are drinking more. Many people
attributed this to a maturing factor rather than a lack of availability of alcohol in the dorms.
Also, as each year
progresses, students find that
they have less time to go out and
drink, so this also has an influence on the answers.
The average response
seemed to be that most
people are drinking
two to three nights a
week - apparently a
decrease from last
year.
The one response
that a large group
seemed to agree on is
an increase in going out
to bars. Forty-nine percent of the respondents said that
they go out to the bars (mainly
the Tap and the View) more often then they did last year.
Elena Bassler '95 stated that
she and her friends go into
downtown Hartford much more
then they did in the past. It's not
just the fact that they are all seniors. She said that she would
stay here more times if there
were keg parties in the dorm.

".. .having no kegs in dorms
draws away from the community of the campus," she said.
The down side of this, as well,
seems to be that more people
might be driving around Friday
nights after having been drinking than if they were attending
a party on campus where they
would not be getting behind the
wheel to come home. Unfortunately, people don't normally
call for the off campus shuttle,
and the designated driver system does not always work.
The increase in bar attendance also has to do with a lack
of fraternities parries here on
campus. A meager nine percent
of those questioned answered
that they attend the frats more
than they might have last year.
In fact, most people voiced that
they find themselves attending
parries much less. So what are
people doing?
One of the rumors that has
recently been floating around
campus is that the rate of marijuana use has gone up. Of the
100 surveyed, 63 said that they
smoke, or have smoked marijuana. Of those 63,26 said that
they smoke more this year than
they did last. Brian Kelly, Director of Campus Safety said that
they haven't found that the use
has risen, he has heard the rumors, but that they have not
been finding it. Kelly said that
Campus Safety is "...more than
satisfied with the effect of the
ban." He said that overall, the
dorms are in better condition,
that there is less loud music being reportedly played at par-

ries, and that they are finding
less late night parties that have
to bebroken up. He also said
that he has had a number of
students and parents calling him
staring how happy they are with

said.
Nineteen percent of the respondents said that they drink
more hard alcohol now. Kelly
said that he remembers about 4
to 5 cases of alcohol poisoning

Campus Safety is "more than satisfied with
the effect of the ban." ...overall, the dorms are
in better condition, that there is less loud
music..and that they are finding less late
night parties that have to be broken up.
the results of the ban, and that it
should have been done sooner.
One student said that she
thinks that the effect on our social life is not as severe as we
think it to be. "People can have
beer balls," she said. "Half of
the time that we had kegs last
year, the thing was never even
kicked and ended up being
wasted the next day."
Kelly said that the presence
of beer balls has not been posing
any sort of problem. He said
that a beer ball holds about two
and a half cases of beer. Beer
balls are certainly an alternative
to kegs. They are harder to find,
"but Trinity students seem to be
rekindling an interest in them,"
said Kelly.
One anonymous source
said that he thought that the ban
on kegs in dorms is pointless
"People are going to drink if
they want to -no matter whether
there are kegs or not. They will
probably even start drinking
more hard alcohol since beer is
not as available and this can lead
to more alcohol poisoning," he

by this time last year. He noted
that most of these were beer
related. Thenumberof reported
alcohol poisonings this semester is about 6, many of which
have still been beer related.
Kelly said that they are not
started by the statistical increase,
however, since it is such a slight
one. People are going to drink
beer if they want beer, regardless of the keg ban.
So it seems that the change
is slight. People are seeing a
little less of each other, as they
find different ways to drink, but
to the students, adjusting is natural and we are still aE able to
entertain ourselves. The administration believes that kegs are
the problem, so now they're
gone. Since dorm damage has
gone down, maybe B&G would
be kind enough to fix up the
prisionlike hallways and common spaces of the dormitories.
They could do it with the money
that isn't being spent fixing damage from large parties. We gave
up kegs, shouldn't we get something in return?

The following statistics are the result of a random survey given to 100 students from the
sophomore, junior, and senior classes. The focus of the survey was to compare the
differences in student social life this year versus last, and to try and determine what kind
of effect the ban on kegs in dorms has created.
We realize that these results may in fact be skewed - that the setting that they were asked
in, the way in which the questions were phrased, and factors such as the "year of
maturation" for each class year surveyed might have created a bias in the answers. The
results of the poll are being printed matter of fact, they are not here to "suggest"
anything, merely to inform the student body of the current status of the supposed party
life on campus.

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL
DRUNK DRIVERS.
Alonzo Drake, killed 3/17/91 at 10:53pm on Robbins Rd., Harvest, AL.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him.
Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
US. Department oi Transportation

• 63 out of the 100 students surveyed smoke marijuana and
of those 63,23 smoke more this year over last.
• 49 out of the 100 go out to the bars drinking more than they
did last year.
• Only 8 out of the 100 go out the fraternities more.
• 19 out of the 100 drink more hard alcohol than last year, and
only 12 out of the hundred end up drinking hard alcohol over
bottles and cans of beer.
• Only 5 out of the 32 seniors polled responded that they drink
more this year.
• On average, most people said that they drink 2 nights a week,
which was usually either less or the same as last year.
• The amount of drinking done by those belonging to a Greek
Organization versus those who are independent was almost
the same, with the level of drinking slightly higher for those
not Greek. (Only 3 of the 37 who are in a Greek organization
drink more, and 15 out of 63 independents drink more than
last year.)

FEATURES
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Loss Of Arafat The Big Blunder In Israel
BY JOSHUA LAHEY
Features Writer

Events in the Middle East
are catapulting forward as
quickly as ever. On October
16th, an Israeli soldier was kidnapped and held hostage by
Hamas - a radical terrorist group
numbering only a few hundred.
Three days later, the soldier and
a fellow Israeli lay dead along
with two of the gunman in a
botched rescue attempt.
Two days after that, Jordan,
whose indigenous population is
mostly Palestinian and largely
sympathizes with Hamas, and
Israel initiate a peace agreement.
The accord is the first between
Israel and an Arab state since
Egypt and Israel signed the
Camp David Accords in 1978.
As the news of the agreement breaks, President Clinton
announces that he will travel to
the Middle East to witness the
signing. Clinton's opinion polls
rise seven points, and a week
before the mid-term elections
he extends his visit to the region
and announces a visit to American troops in Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia. One day later a bus
loaded with Jews explodes in
downtown Tel Aviv killing
twenty-six people. All of this
happened in one week.
However, often in the lightening fast world of Middle East
politics, reflection and contemplation suffer. If we look carefully at the events, specifically
those tied to the kidnapping of

the soldier Nashon Waxman and
the rising influence of Hamas,
we can see how reflexes too often steer policy away from careful consideration.
The off centered and grainy
videotape of Nashon Waxman,
sitting blindfolded in front of a
veiled terrorist, broke the eerie
silence between Jews and Arabs
so recently and wearily brought
together.
However, this tension is not
new to either side. Indeed, a
long history exists between Israel and Hamas, the terrorist
group whose name means
"zeal." Israel once secretly
funded Hamas in a covert plan
to undercut Palestinian allegiance to Yasir Arafat. Israel's
support of the lesser of two evils
has come to haunt them.
Nashon Waxman was kidnapped hitchhiking back to his
home. Hamas said that if their
religious leader and two-hundred of their followers were not
released from Israeli prisons
Waxman would be killed.
Israel's Prime Minister,
Yitchak Rabin, maintained
Israel's long standing policy of
not negotiating with terrorists
and ordered his best troops to
find Waxman and free him.
Convinced that he was being
held in the Gaza Strip, the most
fervent bed of Hamas support
inside Israel, Rabin made a huge
blunder: Because Gaza was recently turned over to the Palestinians a part of previous peace
negotiations, Rabin publicly

held Yasir Arafat accountable
for the life of the young Jew.
Rabin decided that he
would test Arafat's strength as
leader of the Palestinian people
by placing Arafat in between
the Israel and Hamas. By doing
so, Rabin knowingly risked
Arafaf s legitimacy in the region.
Hamas has long disagreed with
Arafat and publicly denounced
the peace negotiations.
By placing Arafat accountable for Hamas' actions Rabin
risked losing the only person
who could actively and legitimately negotiate a settlement on
behalf of the Palestinians. That
was arisk too greatto take. With
Israel forcing action on one side
and the prospects of losing the
initiative for peace on the other,
Arafat was forced to use his Palestinian police force to round
up and question fellow Pales-

By sacrificing the one man best equipped to
offer such a peace, Yasir Arafat, the Israeli
government fell into the old trap of weakening their opponent for their own public benefit.
tinians. Such action only gave
ammunition to Arafaf s adversaries who charged he was nothing but a Jewish lackey.
Rabin has defined his administration as one willingly to
work for a comprehensive peace.
By sacrificing, the one man best
equipped to offer such a peace,
Yasir Arafat, the Israeli govern-

Graffiti & Small Talk
In High Rise Elevators
BY CYNTHIA LEONARD &
SANNYBURNHAM
Copy Editors

Thank G od for the people who write
those stupid remarks on the walls of the
High Rise elevators. If itweren'tfor them
then there would be even less to talk
about in those extremely awkward and
seemingly endless rides to the upper
floors. You know the times when you
think you are alone for the ride, and you
hear the dreaded words, "Hold the el-

friend, chatting about nothing important, the arrival of a third party often
results in total silence. Our suggestion is
to pass the time with your elevator partners by discussing the graffiti. We've
noticed that the graffiti takes on many
different topics. Love: "Cody likes it
rough". Entertainment: "I feel like s**t"
Advertising: "Unclaimed Kate!!!"
Often, someone's original thought
becomes altered by other elevator craftsmen before the cleaning ladies get to it.
For example, we rode down one day and

Our suggestion is to pass the time with your elevator
partners by discussing the graffiti. We've noticed that the
graffiti takes on many different topics. Love: "Cody likes
it rough". Entertainment: "I feel like s**t" Advertising:
"Unclaimed Kate!!"
evator!..."
There go your precious minutes
alone, and all of your thoughts are focused on how to start a conversation that
will end in time for the doors to open
again. "Can you believe the weather?"
"I'm so tired, this week seems like it will
never end." "Did you see Melrose last
night?" For the first few weeks of school
our personal favorite conversationstarter
was, "Can you believe how slow these,
elevators are?" Doesn't it seem like
they're getting slower?
By this point almost all elevator riders look familiar. However, that hasn't
cut down on the awkwardness of sharing a urine smelling, off -white box with
a perfect stranger for a minute and thirteen seconds, (our estimation)
Even when you're with a close

ment fell into the old trap of
weakening their opponent for
their own public benefit.
Around 4:00 p.m. on October 22nd, the first story of the
failed rescue mission broke in
Cairo. As it turned out the soldier was being held in Israeli
occupied Jerusalem, only two
miles from his home. Israel suppressed all accounts for two
hours, presumably long enough
to come up with an adequate
explanation of this debacle, and
then admitted it's failure in an
unusual Sabbath press conference by Mr. Rabin.
If the death of two innocent
Israeli's, a major public policy
gaff, and the now marginalized
position of Arafat is not enough
to make Israel reconsider, then
the protest of 50,000 Palestinians against Arafat on Monday
might. If Arafat loses his legiti-

read, "Megan loves monkeys." Later, it
was edited to read, "Megan loves spanking AD monkeys." And by the end of the
day it said, "Megan Curren loves spanking AD monkeys and her dad." (Permission was granted by Megan Curren to
reprint.).
We came up with a few pointers to
help make your elevator riding experience a little smoother. First of all, if you
live below the fourth floor, you have no
business in the elevator. Some of us have
a long ride ahead. If you're standing by
the buttons, always offer to press the
floor number for the other riders. Although you may not know this, there is
no rule committing you to stare up at the
lights as they count up the floors. And
lastly, if you're not willing to make small
talk, then TAKE THE STAIRS!

macy, which is foreseeable after
Israel publicly forced him to do
their bidding, then the whole
peaceprocess could conceivably
collapse. In the wake of the disastrous weekend, Israel resumed negotiations in Cairo
with the P.L.O. as a public sign
of apology.
In Amman, a peace accord

with Jordan was reached and
now it seems all sights are turning to the hope of an IsraeliSyrian peace. However, as the
Arab states begin to make peace
with Israel it is important that
all the parties involved acknowledge that it was Yasir Arafat,
representing the Palestinians,
who helped begin the process.
If nothing else, the Nobel Peace
Prize awarded to him is testament to this fact.
Furthermore, if last
Monday's mass demonstration
and Wednesday's violent bus
attack in which a Hamas member blew up an Israeli bus, killing all on board, is any reflection of Palestinian sentiment,
then the most recent affection
for Hamas must be undercut
before Palestinian support for
peace erodes completely. Elections must be held in Gaza and
the West Bank. Palestinians are
registering their anger with Israel vis a vis Hamas.
If Israel is intent onpeace, it
will push for free Palestinian
elections and answer the Palestinian call for justice. If elections are not held soon or at
least before Syria and Israel sign
an agreement, then the opportunity for a comprehensive
peace will have been lost. The
Palestinian community will feel
rejected and forgotten, and violence will rule over peace. As
we know too well, peace is elusive in the Middle East that mus t
be embraced at every opportunity.

TOP Ten
Top 10Reasons To Hook-up
with an alumni over
Homecoming Weekend.
10. Something about the word
Homecoming makes them horny.
9. Room Service!
8. They have to sleep somewhere.
7. They can have kegs on campus.
6. You don't have to see them the next
day in Mather.
5. Networking...
4. Their Saab is newer than yours
3. Older is better.
2. They can afford to buy you dinner the
next day.
1. They have a much longer "Walk of
Shame."
Written by: Jerry Hansen, Craig Woerz,
Marlon Quintanilla, Eli Lake, Peter Friedman,
Dan Monks, Amy McGill, Chris Foley, and Kelly Canright.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Class Happenings:

ConnPIRG

Freshman Class:
Class meetings are at 7:00 on Thursdays,
location to be announced. Long sleeve
Calvin & Hobbes t-shirts will be sold at
Homecoming, $15.

This Homecoming weekend:
Keep Trinity's campus beautiful —
pick up the trash on Saturday, Nov. 5th,
during the football game.
YOU COULD WIN A $25 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO FIRST & LAST TAVERN,
AND MORE PRIZES!!
Sponsored by ConnPIRG Green Campus.
Prizes donated by local businesses.

Sophomore Class:
Class Meetings are usually at 10:00 P.M. on
Monday nights. Pick up your free Class of
'97 cup at the Pep Rally this Friday. Come to
the half time tailgate during the football
Exhibit:
game this Saturday. Hangout with classmates, have a snack and a drink.
The Bushnell Presents: "Cherie Mittenthal,
Class of '97 hats wiU be sold
Playing With Life." The exhibit will take place
for $10 during Homecoming weekend.
during Celebration '94: The Arts Unite Against
AIDS.
The exhibit will run from October 31
Junior Class:
through November 13th. Gallery Hours are
Chips and soda during
Wednesday
& Thursday, 11-3 P.M.
half time tailgate at Homecoming.
For further information, call Mary Kramer, 527Class mugs and hats are still available.
1084.
Senior Class:
Tailgate party at Homecoming
football game.
Get ready for One Dollar Beer Olympics
TRAVEL FREE TO CANCUN, NASSAU, JAMAICA,

Classifieds

Chapel Happenings:
The Trinity College Chapel presents A
Harpsichord Recital, by Robert Edward Smith.
Sunday November 13th at 3:00 PM. Admission
will be $5 (general) and $3 students.
Chapel Schedule:

Tuesday-Wednesday:
5:00 PM Evening Worship.
Wednesday:
5:30 PM Carillon Guild
Thursday:
Evening Worship
Sunday:
1:00 PM Holy Eucharist
The Reverend Nancy Charles,
Chaplain Colin Williams Preaching
3:00 PM Organ Recital
John Rose, College Organist
5:00 PM Roman Catholic Mass
The Reverend Raymond Smialowski
Monday:
4:00 P.M.. Evening Worship

& SOUTH PADRE ISLAND. SPRING BREAK WITH SUN
BOUND VACATIONS. ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP
OF 15 AS A COLLEGE REP. CALL 1-800-4-SUN-BOUND
FOR DETAILS.
• • •SPRING BREAK 95* • •
America's #1 Spring Break Company!
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona & Panama!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL FREE!
Earn highest commissions! (800) 32-TRAVEL

EXTRA INCOME FOR '94
Earn $500- $1000 weekly staffing envelopes. For details RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover, DE19901
WANTED!!.AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING
SPRING BREAK COMPANY SEEKING INDIVIDUALS
TO PROMOTE SPRINGBREAK TO JAMAICA, CANCUN,
BAHAMAS, FLORIDA, PADRE, BARBADOS. FANTASTIC FREE TRAVEL/COMMISSIONS! SUNSPLASH
TOURS 1-800-426-7710.
Now searching for Jagerettes/dudes to promote
Jagenneister in your area.
Great part-time employment, good pay, some travel.
Call or send pictures and resume to:
All State Promotions, Inc.
PO Box 968, Delman, NY 10803-0968
1-800-ToJager
7-day, 24 hr. voice mail, leave message.
You must be 21 or over and
have own transportation.

Now I laying at...

Cinestu
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Flashback
This last weekend was a return
to the past, as Trinity was once again
a cornucopia of events, awash in a
sea of plastic cups. Kudos to all
those festive folks who sponsored
events. In any case, it was something that we haven't seen for quite
some time, a healthy collection of
social functions, all relatively well
attended.

Digger!
Part of the return of the early
90's genre for the campus this weekend was the return of the Washington Room Digger™. With a newly
varnished floor, a hundred or so
spilled beers, and a slightly different floor plan, people were dropping off like flies. Around Trinity
observed several noticeable falls,
including a woman who took the
phrase "electric slide" too seriously.
In a theatrical act that bore striking
resemblance to a Loony Toons cartoon, the poor student slipped, and
landed flat on the floor with a bellyflop. She got up almost instantly,
acted as if nothing had happened,
and then went on a quest for more
beer. Around Trinity wonders if it
wouldbepossible to clear the Washington Room at half-time so that
B&G could bring out a Zamboni
and touch up the ice for the second
half.

Gender Bender
For those of you who didn't
have the cojones for the gender
bender this weekend, you missed
out on quite a sight. The sponsors
probably should have sold grandstand seating, as it was worth the
admission price just to see
everyone's outfits. Gotta love them
Hooter's Girls.
Only strange thing: the party
didn't seem to be sponsored by EN,
yet the bartenders were aU EN
brothers, wearing coordinated
clothing? Strange. Anyway, it was
a good time had by all.

Pike

(Australia, 1994) Written and Directed by Stephen Elliot. Cast: Terence Stamp, Hugo Weaving, Guy Pearce. Together
they head for a gig in the wild interior of Austria, where they encounter mechanical failure, small town settlers and
Aborigines. A wonderful human comedy that brings drag to the outback, with kicky musical numbers and a sparklingly
dry performance by Stamp.

A member of Around Trinity's
emeritus staff reported back to the
home office that the music at Elmo's
party was most definitely "Pike oldschool." Chalk one up for whoever
it was that managed to get the Spin
Doctors song turned off! Actually,
the songs aren't really played out
anymore because Pike hasn't done
anything in many moons.

A Clockwork Orange:

Death Door

The Adventures of Priscilla,
Queen of the Desert

Wed-Sat 7:30 PM

Fri-Sat 9:40 PM

(Britain, 1971) Written and directed by Stanley Kubrick, based on the novel by Anthony Burgess. Cast: Malcolm
McDowell, Patrick McGee, Michael Bates. Rated x upon its release in 1971, Kubrick's film is a perfect wrap-up to the 1960's
and the curdling of the idealism of the counterculture. In his futuristic world, sex, drugs and even music have all turned
extremely sinister. Malcolm McDowell stars as Alex, the leader of the thuggish gang who terrorize an unnamed city and do
battle with an equally frightening police force.

The Blue Kite:

Sun-Tues 730 PM

(China, 1994) Director: TianZhuagzhuang. Written by Xiao Mao. Cast: Lu Liping, Li Xuejian, Pu Quanxin. Ifsnotan
unusual film to be banned in China, an unforgiving look at political change on a Beijing family brought down a decree
forbidding the director from ever working again in his homeland. Tietou, whose chaotic childhood and rebellious youth
symbolize a fragile hope for a freer society.

Students have finally won a
voice in some matter of importance
on our prestigious campus.
Although it isn't of paramount
importance, the concept of student
empowerment was embraced this
week when numerous complaints
led to the re-opening of the south
door to the student center.
Hey, it's a start!
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Dworin Examines Witchery And Womanhood in "Burning"
BY BEE BORNHEIMER &
AMYSHACKELFORD
Arts Editor and Arts Writer
Judy Dworin's new piece, premiering at the Wadsworth Atheneum on November 4th, is an exploration of the images of witches in history. "Burning," not
the first piece of Dworin's to raise the
themes of feminine spirituality and sensuality, also examines what sort of perceptions were held about all women of
these times, not simply those accused of
wrongdoing.
Though the piece includes elements
of dancing, singing, and photography, it
is as much a historical lesson as a theatrical production. Appropriately timed so
close to Halloween, the traditional time
of witches and hags, "Burning" looks at
the witch trials that took place in New
England in between 1638 and 1697, as
well as the drama of accusations and
suspicions that surrounded them.
What was it about these women that
caused such furor? In New England's
Puritanical times, these women were in
touch with their sexuality, sensuality and
fertility. In a time of male dominance,
these women threatened the power of
the patriarchal world.
Part of the uproar about witches,
Dworin explains, was this fear of women's
powers; witches, who exhibited qualities
of independence and strength of their
own were especially threatening.
In Connecticut, which had its fair
share of witchcraft trials, Katherine
Harrison of Wethersfield was put in jail
as an accused witch, though never convicted. The important thing about Ms.
Harrison's case, however, is that her accusation came after her husband died

and his farm was left to her and her three
daughters. It seems fairly obvious that
the suspicion she was under was also
deeply tied to the negative feelings
people held about a woman holding
such financial independence.
Dworin's interpretation of the witch
attempts to cast a new light on what had
oncebeenperceived as evil. The strength
of these women, their healing abilities,
their sexuality and their independence
can now, as Dworin shows, be celebrated
and embraced.
The show, despite its somber subject matter, takes an almost humorous
approach to the imagery of witches. Peter Papadopolous, who plays the only
male role in the piece and the only actual
speaking role as well, describes some
aspects of the show as "dark comedy."
Papadopolous plays two characters
in the performance; portraying a judge
for the witch trials, as well as the author
of a medieval book degrading the role of
women in society. His characters are
important not so much in their individuality, but in their representation of
maleness in relation to the witch trials.
The fact that Papadopolous holds the
only actual speaking role in the piece
also works itself into one of the ideas
that Dworin is hoping to get across to
her audience in "Burning."
Women's voices, throughout the
performance, are only heard as recordings from offstage; with this device,
Dworin shows how women's voices held
a secondary place in seventeenth century New England society. They were
not heard then, Dworin claims, and perhaps are still not heard now.
In "Burning," Dworin combines text
and storytelling with elements of move-

If?

The Women of "Burning
ment. The themes of women's spirituality and healing ability are crucial to the
pieces-showing how these women who
went against the norms of society were
persecuted and shunned.
It is about women's roles in society,
not necessarily in terms of their ability to
equal men, but more in terms of their
unique connection with the earth and
their own sensuality. Dworin's focus is
on why these characteristics were seen as
being so dangerous to the patriarchal
society.
The performance should also raise a
number of questions about society's chosen norms and the perceptions of those
who stray beyond these norms. In a preperformance discussion given in Trinity's
Alumni Lounge, Dworin developed the
idea that differences and deviations from
the norm are still shunned today.
At Trinity, she claims, this alien-

PHILUP FORTUNE

ation still exists. As one of the first four
female graduates of Trinity and currently
a professor of theater and dance here,
Dworin certainly has some insight into
this matter.
In her piece, by shedding light on
some of the injustices and misconceptions of the witch trials, Dworin hopes to
recapture the positive elements of
women's spirituality, those that had been
suppressed duringNew England's witchhunting period of the seventeenth century.
Playing at the Aetna Theater in the
Wadsworth Atheneum on November 4th
at 11 a.m. and 8 p.m., and November 5th
at4 p.m. and 8 p.m., "Burning" sets out to
educate and entertain audiences, while
emphasizing the fact that issues at hand
in this historical period still relate to the
issues faced today by those who chose to
express unconventional values.

Byron Kim Featured In Wadsworth's Matrix Gallery
BYLIEZELMUNEZ
Arts Writer
"The truly fascinating thing about
an abstract monochrome painting that
works is that, content-wise, it operates at
both extremes. You look at it once, and it
is merely a red rectangle. You look at it
again, it is the universe in red."
Contemporary artist Byron Kim challenges this notion of abstract expressionism, a movement in modern art that surfaced in the 1950's that moved away from
traditional representation into an emotional and expressionistic realm of abstraction.
It is this progression away from strict
realism that the abstract expressionists,
like Kim, strive for. And, as they achieve
this goal, they break new ground, opening a new language for the art world.

Artist Byron Kim.

Kim's vocabulary expressed on canvas
with thick strokes of color is on view at
the Wadsworth Atheneum until November 20, and is a must see.
In this show, curated by Andrea
Miller-Keller, the Emily Hall Tremaine
Curator of Contemporary Art, eight Kim
pieces comprise the Matrix Gallery, all
influenced by quintessential contemporary artists of the past.
In a Matrix lecture given by Kim on
October 23, he spoke of painters like
Jackson Pollock (1912-1956), Mark
Rothko (1903-1970), and Barnett
Newman (1905-1970) as having an enormous impact on his matured painting
style.
The one abstract expressionist
painter he regards most highly is Ad
Reinhardt (1913-1967), "who pushed abstract painting to an intriguingly absurd

DENNIS COWLEY

place." Reinhardt's color field-type
works, which were monochrome paintings of color, consisted of all red, all blue,
and all black.
Kim praises Reinhardt, stating, "I
love Reinhardt's work like no other because it is deadly serious and an elaborate joke all at the same time. The black
paintings
are
incredibly
beautiful—especially when I was able to
see a whole room full of them. But in a
second the whole roomful of them can
collapse; they look like what they are, a
bunch of black squares."
For Kim, one of his obsessions is
basketball and in N.B.A. (1994-5) , he
attempts to predict the team rankings for
this upcoming season. This exists as the
only painting in his entire career in which
he did not personally choose the colors.
Instead, he painted the N.B.A. designated
team colors on twenty-eight rectangles,
each rectangle representing an N.B.A.
team.
A highly conceptual piece, N.B.A.
was created with measurements in mind,
for the ratio of horizontal to vertical in
each rectangle is in direct proportion to
that of a normally-sized basketball court.
Another piece exhibited at the
Wadsworth is Kim's Emmett at Twelve
Months (1994), a portrait of his son. It
consists of brown or creamy hues
splashed onto twenty five small squares.
Each square of brown or pink cream represents the skin tonality of a different
section of Emmetfs body, like his ankle,
cheek, hair, and upper eyelid. Kim, for
the first time, paints with egg tempura,
which gives Emmett a deep sensuality
within the various layers of paint.
Kim's paintings are explorations of
color conveyed monochromatically, and
this is fondly seen in the most magnetizing piece in the show, Synecdoche (19911994).
Synecdoche is a term referring to a
part representing the whole. In Kim's
piece, this reference is similarly defined.

This large painting which spans more
than a quarter of the Matrix Gallery consists of over 300 small 8" x 10" rectangular oil painted portraits of friends and
acquaintances he has encountered
throughout his life.
To the right of the piece is a list of the
people he painted, organized to correlate to their individual rectangular portrait. Kim says, "It's a strange project,
because I'm making abstract paintings,
but their subject matter is so concrete. In
a sense, these paintings are representational, even figurative." The painting is
a huge composition of skin colors, ranging from black tones to pink-whites, yellow-whites, and browns.
In terms of subject matter one cannotresistinterpreting this piece as a statement on the social issue of racism. Perhaps a mirroring of sorts exists in contemplation of whether or not these
painted colors of browns, olives, whites,
and pinks can blend together nicely and
whether or not the different skin colors
comprising the human race, as represented in Synecdoche can blend together
as well.
These three pieces are only a small
portion of this wonderfully curated exhibit at the Wadsworth Atheneum. Kim
delves into the issues of color and subject
matter, creating nontraditional portraiture of friends and family. He is a superb
descendent of the abstract expressionist
generation, particularly of the color field
style.
Summing up the nature and development of his work, Kim stated "...It is
my pleasure to work in what has become
a fine, long tradition of lastness in painting. I have been making monochrome
paintingsforthelastcoupleofyears. But
instead of using the color field to represent something universal, spiritual, something too large for words, I use it to
represent an idiosyncrasy, something
better described in words, maybe too
small for words."
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Renown Latin Tazz Vocalist To Be At Austin Arts

Mili Bermejo Quintet To Sing With Buckley High School Choir
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
Arts Editor

On November 5, mired in
Homecoming festivities, the
Trinity community will beprivileged to more than just a boisterous football game against
Amherst. They will be able to
listen to one of the best bi-cultural jazz groups in the Boston
area and one of the best jazz
singers, in any language, that
I've listened to recently.
The Mili Bermejo Quintet
will be performing with20choir
students from Buckley High
School at 8 pm on Saturday at
the Austin Arts Center.
Having just released her
newest CD, Casa Corazon, tocritical acclaim, Bermejo's show
promises to be one of the best at
Trinity this year.
Although the songs on her
recent CD are all in Spanish, the
rhythms and intonation of her
voice transcend language barriers. Bermejo's accompaniment,
led by her husband and bassist Mili Bermejo of the Mili Bermejo Quintet will perform at Austin Arts this Saturday with twenty
Dan Greenspan, superbly accen- Buckley High School choir students.
tuates her vocal range and powerful composition.
the World Jazz Festival in 1993, day before rehearsing with reported
Bermejo
and
Bermejo's unique sound receiving critical praise wher- twenty Buckley High School Greenspan's visit to a local elcomes partly from her birth in ever she went.
choir students. These students ementary school where the duo
Argentina and childhood in
Bob Blumenthal of the Bos- have been practicing diligently performed for the students and
Mexico, but more from the mu- ton Globe has categorized her to learn Spanish pronunciations shared their feelings about the
sical tradition of her father, a sound as, "where jazz meets from their personal tapes of the value of music.
pioneering Mexican composer. Latin with elegance and soul." Quintet's music.
In commenting on that perWith this and over two decades
Casa Corazon is more than
With only one day of re- formance Bermejo was quoted
of performing, Bermejo has this, though, it is a synthesis of hearsal as a group, these lucky saying, "as a performer I have
honed a sound that is envelop- beauty in music and voice.
boys and girls will then proceed my space, and I feel a need to
ing and exhilarating.
Currently on the faculty at to Goodwin Theater on Satur- share that with the tiny ones.
This sound has taken her the Berklee College of Music in day to perform for the Trinity That's where you make the difference, even if they don't rearound North America from Boston, Bermejo's performance community. •
performances in Mexico City in at Trinity is something very speSuchmagical unions arenot member our names. Hearing
the 1970s as part of the Nueva cial.
new to Bermejo, though. Last live music is important for kids."
This philosophy will be
Trova (new song) movement to
She will be spending the March, Boston's South EndNews

SUSAN WILSON

enhanced in Hartford when the
students emerge from the audience to become performers
themselves.
Bermejo's sound has been
described at times as fresh, exciting, invigorating, lush and
warm. Her personal collaborations on Casa Corazon are incredible. And the Quintet's adolescent accompaniment promises
to be stimulating.
This is a show that alumni
and students should fitinto their
Saturday night schedules. It is
bound to be memorable

Joseloff Galleiy Exhibition Overwhelms With Social Messages
order to make the visuals understood. One work offers this
script:
SHE: I am hypnotized by
At the University of
Hartford's Joseloff Gallery this your incandescent beauty.
week is a group exhibition enTV: What is more beautiful
titled "Beyond the Label" which than any other thing is that
integrates various forms media which burns deep within ourin works whose primary pur- selves.
pose seems to be bringing social
SHE: How is it then that
issues to the attention of the when I find myself alone I am
intoxicated by fear?
viewer.
The collage that couples this
The exhibition, on display
until November 16th, is pre- script depicts female statues, one
sented by guest curator Julia with a computer screen in place
Ballerini and gallery director of a head, surrounded by male
Zina Davis, and runs in con- warriors on horseback, hi the
junction with the Society for classical depiction of these imPhotographic Education Con- ages, the computer screen natuference, "Who Speaks the Im- rally stands out all the more.
age and for Whom?" at the HartThis in itself would be alford Art School November 4- most enough to merit some sort
November 6.
of interpretation from the
An indication of the diver- viewer; the intellectually drainsity in this exhibition can be ing script which runs alongside
seen in the first cluster of works these images, forcing the viewer
presented as one enters the gal- to question why solitude and
self-examination are so trying,
lery.
William Larson's Theatre du makes this work alone a day's
Monde, a collection incorporat- project.
Other pieces in the gallery,
ing text and photography, demands deep concentration on if not so complex as this first
each work in order to draw any group, are certainly as peppered
sort of meaning. The text in most with social messages. Self-idenof these •works is in the form of a tity is the focus of Dorothy
script that is meant to support Imagire's Mixed Race Garments.
the visual imagery found in the In this work, Polaroid pictures
are transferred onto rice paper,
photograph.
These are mixed media in supplemented with text blocks
themselves, combining aspects in which the speaker discusses
of the theater with photogra- the problems she has faced in
phy, sculpture and collage; fur- ethnic self-description.
More political and social
thermore, the scripts themselves
require an in-depth interpreta- messages are addressed in foltion of human psychology in lowing pieces. La MaUe, a work

BY BEE BORNHEIMER
Arts Editor

by Linda Lindroth, is simply a
trunk- by itself, not necessarily
a meaningful piece. A wooden
box with oil and acrylic paints
creating a weathered appearance on its surface, the trunk
cannot be fully appreciated
without the historical background accompanying it. Like
many other pieces in the gallery, La Malle is supplemented
by text in order to create a whole.
The story surrounding La
Malle describes the "frightening political climate of Leipzig,"
where a man named Ernesti
Schonberg entrusted the care of
his trunk to a friend after accepting an invitation to join a French
carnival troupe.
This friend apparently sent
the trunk to Schonberg, but ran
into political problems crossing
the Franco-Spanish border; in
the end, Schonberg's friend com-

mitted suicide, and the trunk,
though it had arrived where intended, was never claimed.
Clearly, the works in this
exhibition are not "art for art's
sake" works; they require more
thought than the average collection. At times the mixed media
and the unique methods of representation successfully grab the
attention of the viewer and enable him or her to gather some
insight into its meaning.
With many works, however, the meanings are lost in
the obscure manner of representation that the artist has chosen. When the intended messages are clearly relayed, they
can be somewhat overwhelming to ingest all at once.
Since there is not one work
that neglects to make some sort
of political or social statement,
many of the works cannot be

fully appreciated without some
sort of concern on the part of the
viewer that he or she might be
missing the artist's major points.
A draw to the show, if not
the educational experience provided by the works, would be
the novel approaches that these
artists have taken in theirworks.
The unconventional integration
of materials, text and themes
certainly makes for an interesting visual treat; however, one
should bear in mind that the
purpose of "Beyond the Label"
is more to inform than anything
else.
On display until November 16, "Beyond the Label" is
partially funded by the New England Foundation for the Arts.
The hours of the Joseloff
Gallery are Tuesday through Friday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., and weekends from noon to 4 p.m..

WORKSHOP FOR TRINITY STUDENTS
CRITICAL SKILLS FOR CRiTiCAL READING AND THINKING
This workshop is designed for students who would like to improve
their ability to read texls-critically and aclively—in many disciplines.
Participants will practice strategies for discovering meaning, identifying
analytic parts, and evaluating claims and evidence.
Conducted by Cynthia Bittos
The Writing Center, 715 Vcrnoti Street
Wednesday, November 9, 1994
4:15-5:30 p.m.

This workshop is open to all Trinity students.
To register, call Kim at x2036

ARTS
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Annual Musical-Theatre Revue A Crowd Pleaser
BY MATT HENRY
Arts Writer
From Thursday to Sunday,
the Music Department presented its Annual Musical-Theatre Revue. The performance
was divided into four sections,
each dedicated to different aspectsoflife. Directed by Gerald
Moshell, and choreographed by
Julia Strong '94 and Amy Kunen
'95, the Revue was filled with
faces familiar to those in the
Trinity arts scene.
Act I was entitled Views of
Society, opening with selections
from Candide. "Life is Happiness Indeed," performed by
Steve Broido '97, Mart Medeiros
'97,BethFifield '97, andMichael
Robertson '95 was a fitting introduction to an evening of delightful entertainment. "Everybody Says Don't" was not only
sung beautifully by Kelly
Crawford '95 and Amie Duffy
'98, but had an incredibly
smooth transition from the
opening numbers.
The highlight of the first
Act however was "Gee, Officer
Krupke" from West Side Story.
Performed by Broido, Medeiros,
Robertson, Gideon Pollach '96,
Jeff Pyle '97 and Stuart
Wolferman '97, the number had
the audience laughing from beginning to end. The sextet
played a believable bunch of
street youth, and the exciting
choreography added to the fun.
The final two numbers,
"Joe Worker Is Dead" and "Act
I Finale," were a serious departure of the humor in the first
four pieces. They were no less
entertaining, however. Amy
Kunen, Sara Jaffe '98 and Elizabeth Rhodes '95 all delivered
strong performances, noted by
the heavy applause which followed.

Sports & Exercise, the
theme of Part II, continued to
please. Kelly Crawford's cries
for an attentive husband during
baseball season were noted by
all in "Six Months Out of Every
Year." Equally noted were
Stuart Wolf erman's pleas for his
team to keep their chin up in
"Heart."
The humor continued to
build when an ex-husband
(Robertson), an ex-wife
(Rhodes), her new husband
(Pollach), and Robertson's gay
ex-lover go to watch "The Baseball Game." The humorous situation, where the principle characters and neighbors Fifield and
Soraya Williams '97 watch 12year-old Jason's game, mixed
dialogue and music for a very
funny piece.
Laughs continued with
Sara Jaffe and Jeff Pyle's match
oi innuendo in "The Tennis
Game." Medeiros, Wolferman,
Duffy and Claire Nelson '96 revealed the painful truth about
exercise in "There's Nothing
Like It." The two pieces seemed
to be quiet favorites amongst
the audience, who let the tongue
in cheek humor add to the fun.
Williams' voice in "He
Likes Basketball" was beautiful, although slightly inaudible.
The placement of this song
seemed out of order, considering it was sandwiched between
two more energetic pieces.
The final piece in the second act, "Hello Twelve, Hello
Thirteen," was a furious set of
choreography, which left the
audience eager for more after
the intermission. Jeff Pyle gave
the audience a delightful performance, as he was not afraid
to ham it up on stage.
Act III, dedicated to the
theme Male-Female Relationships, opened with the song

"The Bear, the Tiger, the Hamster and the Mole," from Closer
Than Ever. In this piece, Rhodes,
Nelson Williams and Fifield
used proof from the, animal
world that women don't need
the burden of male companionship. The piece prepared the
audience for the following number, "Miss Byrd," one of two
highlights in the third act.
In the role of Miss Byrd,
Amy Kunen played a mild mannered secretary who reveals her
more sensual nature to the audience. The humor of the piece,
combined with the strength of
Kunen's voice made had people
talking even after the show had
ended. This was only accentuated by Stuart Wolferman's reenactment of a Diet Coke commercial at the end of the piece, in
which a male construction
worker, removing his shirt, gets
ogled by hordes of female admirers.
The other highlight of the
Third Act was "There Is Nothing Like A Dame," from South
Pacific. Gideon Pollach's band
of sailor's not only deliver an
energetic, funny number, but
there is some hilarious choreography as well. When the group
began mimicking women on
stage, the audience could not
help from laughing. This was
not attributed to the grace with
which they moved, but the definitive malebumbling that was
so fitting for the song.
While not as arresting as
"Miss Byrd" and "Nothing Like
A Dame," Amie Duffy and Kelly
Crawford give two humorous
performances of their own. In
"Tom, Dick, or Harry" from Kiss
Me Kate, Duffy tried to choose
between three suitors of various
social status. In "Sensitive NewAge Guys," Crawford led the
audience through a sing-along.

In it the softer side of the 'Nineties man' is expounded and
praised.
While Stuart Wolferman
certainly delivered in "Side by
Side by Side," and the supporting cast gave a wonderfully
choreographed number, the
piece failed to connect with the
audience. As a feel-good piece
about being single, it was fitting for the theme, but lacked
smooth transition from the pre-

however, which would lead the
audience tobelievemore humorous numbers were to follow. To
believe this would be a mistake,
as Kunen, Duffy, and Jaffe sing
"At the Ballet," a commentary on
children's broken hearts.
The one upbeat number besides the finale in this Act is also
its highlight. Michael Robertson
and Beth Fifield's rendition of
"Kids," from Bye, Bye Birdie is an
amusing piece that offered the

The Revue was a praiseworthy undertaking
for the cast and especially for Moshell. Those
who attended enjoyed a two hours of a fantastic performance.
ceding pieces.
The Family was the title of
Act IV, and while the performers were as good as in the previous three acts, the tone of the
fourth was more downbeat.
"Where Are Our Parents Who
Did Hair," led by Medeiros and
Williams was an energetic cry
against the hippie parents who
have sold out. And while the
number was fun, it opened the
audience up to what would, in
general, present a very dark
idea of what 'family' is.
After "Hair," Elizabeth
Rhodes gave a monologue entitled "The Dead of the Family
Wars" to children who have
run away because of parental
cruelty. While the monologue
is only a couple of minutes,
and although Rhodes gives a
powerful performance, the audience cannot help from feeling alienated.
"Plant ARadish," from The
Fantasticks, hardly seems
enough to alleviate the heavy
feeling that was created in the
last piece. Broido and Pyle are
very entertaining in their roles,

audience a relief from the more
somber pieces that preceded.
Robertson was hilarious as the
flirtatious Mr. McAfee, and
Fifield'sMrs. McAfee was equally
entertaining. This was aided by
Ms. Fifield's beautiful, resounding voice and appealing stage
presence.
"Act II Finale" left the audience wondering what had just
happened. An amalgam of Fairy
Tales, this piece featured beautiful performances, most notably
from Nelson. The storyline isioo
confusing to follow with one
viewing, though, and the audience was happy when the final
piece, "Family" came on.
"Family" ended the Revue
on a proper note, as Pollach led
the cast in a resounding chorus,
which was much rewarded by
the audience.
The Revue was a praiseworthy undertaking for the cast and
especially for Moshell. Those
who attended enjoyed a two
hours of a fantastic performance.
Those who missed the event
should make it a point to attend
next year.
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Jono Lenzner '96 joins a hoist of Trinity defenders, including Ryan Hankard '96 and Marc Pezzuto '96 as Middlebuiy quarterback Scott Pokrywa has no
where to go. Lenzner, Hankard, and Pezzuto combined for 33 tackles in the 21-10 win. Look for all three to have big games as Amherst comes rolling into
Hartford this weekend.

AUCEYAMA0A

Trinity wins third in a row...

McDavitt Punt Return Propels Bantams
Golas '96, Sean Hankard '95,
Rick Fonte '95, and Lenzner,
neutralized the line of scrimTrinity football won their mage allowing linebackers Mark
third consecutive game rolling Pezzuto '96 and Ryan Hankard
past the Middlebury Panthers '96 to ensure Panther runners
21-10 at Dan Jessee Field. The did not get into the Bantam destory of the game was a stingy fensive backfield.
Whenever Middlebury
Bantam defense that held
Middlebury to 153 yards total tried to pass, which did not ocoffense (compared to Trinity's cur often, Trinity consistently
295), and a sensational special had someone in the face of
teams performance by Tom Middlebury's two quarterbacks,
McDavitt '95, who ran back a Scott Pokrywa '96 and Schulyer
Cayton '96. The Bantams recorded five sacks on the day for
losses totaling40 yards. Co-captainPeterTighe'95 was involved
in three of the sacks. McDavitt
believed, "The defense really set
the tempo for the team."
The game could not have
punt 66 yards for a Bantam
touchdown early in the first started out any better for Trinity. After the Bantam defense
quarter.
Trinity was expecting the stopped Middlebury on the first
Panthers to run the ball since possession, McDavitt stood
Middlebury averaged 216 yards ready to receive the punt.
a game on the ground through McDavitt caught the ball in the
its first four contest. The Ban- middle of the field at his own 34tams answered the challenge by yard line. The versatile
preventing Middlebury rushers McDavitt faked running up on
from gaining over 100 yards. the inside, cut around to his
Defensive end, Jono Lenzner '96 right, and with the aid of a bone
commented: "We thought they crushing block by Ryan
would come out with a power- Hankard that literally upended
running game. Instead they a Middlebury tackier, McDavitt
tried running around the cor- found room to scamper along
ners." No matter where the Trinity sideline for a 66 yard
Middlebury attempted to run, touchdown return. McDavitt
the defensive line, led by Jon added the extra point to give the
BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer

Bantams a7-01ead after just three
minutes of play.
The remaining part of the
first quarter was characterized
by solid defensive play from
both teams. The Middlebury
defense did a commendable job
in preventing the Bantams' offense from exploding the way
theydidaweekagoatBowdoin.
Quarterback Steve Mikulski '95
explained thatMiddlebury, "has
a tricky defense. They will hide
a lot of their coverages. I think
they have an excellent secondary."
The Panthers notched
things up with the use of a trick
play. On a second and 11 situation from their own 42 yard line,
Middleburyranareverse. However, receiver Dave Frye '98 did
not nan with the ball, but instead threw downfield to tight
end Ryan Sullivan '95, for a 28yard gain to the Trinity 30. The
Panthers would convert two key
third down plays on the drive,
the second one resulting in a
touchdown. Faced with third
and 11 from the 14 yard line,
Pokrywa dumped the ball over
the middle to Sullivan, who
lunged in for the score. The
point after tied the game with
9:27 left in the half.
McDavitt and the Bantam
defense would be instrumental
in giving Trinity the lead before
the first half was completed.

Middlebury inserted their eneddeepintheirterritory. Bain
backup quarterback, Cayton, for Smith '96 connected on the 34
a series late in the second quar- yarder with 7:16 left in the third
ter. The new quarterback prob- quarter.
The Bantams ended any
ably wished he remained pn the
sidelines as TigheriailedCay ton Pantherhopes_fotanr'Upset by
for his first sack atlKeTarither—marching 58 yards in 8 plays for
14 yard line. McDavitt returned a touchdown early in the fourth
the ensuing punt 22 yards to the quarter. The drive was highMiddlebury 24 yard line. On lighted by an 11 yard Shaun
the very next play, Mikulski Kirby '95 run, and a nice 13 yard
lofted a pass on the left sideline receprionbyGregBroderick'95.
to McDavitt. The coverage on Broderick had an excellent day
the Bantam receiver was good receiving, with a game high 6
but McDavitt was able to pull receptions for 43 yards. As a
the ball away from the Panther result of double and even triple
defender for the score. McDavitt coverage on McDavitt,
added the extra point with 3:38 Broderick found open space in
the Middlebury secondary.
left in the half.
' Middlebury cut the lead on McDavitt said, "They had me
their first offensive series of the man, double, triple. But hey, go
second half with a 34 yard field ahead double me, you can go to
goal. The Panther running game other guys on the team. We
finally had some success as they have so many weapons."
drove 49 yards on the ground. McDavitt ended the game with
four receptions for 55 yards.
Trinity, however, prevented
Trinity put the ball in the
Middlebury from reaching the
continued on page 4
end zone as the defense stiff-

Inside Tripod Sports...
WOMEN'S SOCCER
MEN'S SOCCER
PROFILE: STEVE MIKULSKI
PROFILE: SHAUN KIRBY
FIELD HOCKEY
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
CREW
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Will play Bowdoin on Wednesday.....

Women's Soccer Makes ECAC Playoffs
BY BRYAN SATTER
Sports Writer

limbo, with a 1-1 tie.
"We were really up today,"
said a jubilant Murphy after the
game. "We made our push for
the tournament. People are
psyched, and we didn't give up."
"We knew that if we won, we'd
be in, and if we lost, we'd be

out," said Benagh Richardson
'95. "But a tie? Well..."
The finesse goal by Murphy
off the ricochet was rather ironic
since the game was so physical.
Trinity was beaten up coming
in, already without the services
of Sarah Menoyo '95 (out with a

sprained knee). Moses described the team as having
"eleven of eleven starters injured." The Bantams became
more black and blue when, midway through the first half,
goaltender Sue Lally '96 came
out of the net to make a save,

With a 6-4-4 record, the
women's soccer team was selected to play in the ECAC Playoffs. After starting the season 40, the Bantams went 2-4-4 in the
remaining ten games. However,
quality wins over Amherst,
Conn College, and Bates along
with a few ties enabled the Bantams to receive the number
seven seed in the tournament.
Trinity will once again travel to
Maine to face Bowdoin, the second seed, who the Bantams
played to a scoreless tie last
weekend. Lissa Smith, a senior
midfielder, commented on the
quarterfinal matchup: "We will
be playing to win. Last time we
played Bowdoin, we were missing some key players. Now that
everyone is finally healthy, we
will be able to dominate."
The anticipation for
Monday's phone call was almost
a moot point, as Trinity came
within four minutes of losing to
Middlebury on Saturday afternoon. The Panthers (5-8-1) led
1-0 late in the game when Kelli
Murphy '95 resurrected the Bantams with her first goal of the
season. Senior co-captain
Margot Moses rifled a shot from
outside the penalty box that was
deflected by Panther goalie Virginia Crosa. The ball landed
right in front of Murphy on the
left side of the net, and she
tapped it in for the equalizer,
thus putting Trinity in playoff Alyson Guild '97 kicks the hall pasl a Midcileburj defcndei as Rriiagh Kichaidsnn '91 looks on.

and in the process was sandwiched by two Middlebury forwards. Lally was kneed in the
left thigh on the play and was
forced to hobble around the rest
of the game.
"It was a late hit. The girl
please turn to page 4.
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Senior Profile: Steve Mikulski
BY DONNY GOWAN
Sports Writer

Mikulski has certamh showed olf his
strong arm thathau pi o SLOI ils intt'i listed

The 1994 football season has been
one filled with pressure for senior quarterback Steve Mikulski '95. Going into
the season, coaches, players, and fans
had high hopes for a Bantam team that
lost only five starters from last year's
undefeated team. Hopes for a repeat
performance in 1994 were expected by
followers of Trinity football. These expectations added pressure to the job at
hand for second year starter Mikulski,
named All-NESCAC and All-ECAC for
his efforts in 1993. Mikulski commented,
"There was definitely pressure there after being undefeated last season. Every
team goes after you. It is the biggest
game of the year for each team we face."

best performanio Uus season came
against Bowdoin, when1 he lomplclrd
sixteen of twentv-lout p.i=ses for 27^
yards and four toui lulov\ n passes 'I htee
of those touchdow n passes v\ cut KM more
than forty yards, which prows tli.it
Mikulski's arm strength isoncnl Ihehest
in New England ihe Pantams h-i\e
seemed to have found Iheir gioow on
offense the past Ihit o w ecks Mikulski
explained the team's ra i-nf success, sa\ ing, "We stopped vw>n\ing jhoul the
pressure, the expoc lal]ons,anil ihe team's
ranking. We all just focu<-od on doing
our jobs."
Following his peiformame against
Middlebury on Siluiuav, in v\huh he
went 17-27 for 1 4 ^ aid -.and Ivwi loiulidown passes, Mikulski (mils himself
among the NESC At leadi'is at his position. He was ranked semnH oteiall
amongNESCACi|uaneih;icksm>inj;inl<>
the Middlebury game Me leads [he
league in passing \auls 11 IMS, 2-W pel
game)andtouchdov\np.isses, (12) 1 rmity ranks 12th nationally in I >i\ Won ITT
college football in parsing ollense
This should cuiiw ab nu buipribt;, ab
Coach Miller explained "Steve could
have started his sophomore year, but we
waited until he was a junior. He was an
outstanding player in high school."
Mikulski was just that, an All-State player
at Rockville High (CT), his senior year.
Mikulski, a studio arts major with plans
on attending graduate school, chose Trinity because of its strong academic reputation and its winning football program.
A winning team is only as strong as its
players, and for Trinity, Steve Mikulski SteVe Mikulski '95, an All-ECAC AH Star last year, has continued to
has been a prime example of why its use his rifle arm to throw 12 touchdown passes in six games hi 1994.
program is one of the best in New En- Mikulski has been a two year starter on Trinity's football team.
gland.

inhimatthebegiiinin;;i)H-|iesi'cT-i)ii His

Trinity opened the 1994 campaign
with a dramatic 17-15 victory over a tough
Colby squad on Parent's Weekend. The
victory was highlighted by a masterful
lastminute 59-yard driveledby Mikulski,
in which he completed five passes to set
up a 26 yard game-winning field goal by
R.J. Rondini '95. With the win, the Bantams looked to be back to their winning
ways of last season. However, the Bantams suffered consecutive losses to Williams and Hamilton in the subsequent
weeks. Injuries to key offensive players
hurt the Bantams in their two losses.
With an uncharacteristic 1-2 record, the
Bantams looked to Mikulski to lead the
team out of its slump. Coach Don Miller
commented, "Steve carried the overall
load on offense after the injury to (running back) Shaun Kirby and several offensive lineman. He has got the offense
back and running on all cylinders."
Mikulski did just that, leading Trinity to three consecutive victories over
Tufts, Bowdoin, and Middlebury. In
those games, the 6'2", 210 pound

*'
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Top Field Hockey Teams Try To Choke Bantams
BY JON MOSKOWITZ
Sports Editor

Robin Sheppard has been
the women's field hockey coach
for 21 seasons. In that time,
Sheppard has amassed over 200
wins, numerous league and re-

gional titles, and 19 consecutive
•winning seasons. For the first
time since 1975, the Trinity Field
Hockey team entered the final
week of the season standing at a
crossroad; the team was 6-6 with
two games left.
These two games would be

the toughest Trinity would face
all year. On Tuesday, Trinity
travelled to New Hampshire to
face Division U Keene State. The
game would be played on
Astroturf - a surface the team
had not played on all season
long. On Saturday, the Bantams

Ashley Knowles '98 leads a trio of Bantams to the ball against Middlebury.

hosted a Middlebury squad that
•was ranked third in the nation
among Division IE schools.
Trinity, coming off two
solid performances the previous week, rode into Keene State
this Tuesday eager to finish the
seasononahighnote. Theteam

ALICE YMUDA

jumped out to an early lead on
goals by Beth Fenwick '95 and
Kearney Harrington '97.
By half time, Keene State
had tied the game 2-2 and was
hoping to mount a comeback.
"We started off very strong,"
notes senior co-captain Kate
Carty, "We wanted to take the
game early and force them to
play catch-up."
Harrington and Ali Blicharz
'97 had exceptional games.
Coach Sheppard noted,
"Kearney [Harrington] and Ali
[Blicharz] have done more than
I could have ever expected. They
hadn't seen much playing time
when I turned to them for help.
They have really stepped up
their games and have done a
great job over the last few
weeks."
The Bantams stepped their
game up in the second half, as
co-captain Monica Iacono '95
scored, giving the team a 3-2
lead. Trinity dominated much
of the second half, forcing the
action into the Bantam offensive zone. But, with less then
three minutes of play, everything fell apart, as Keene State
suddenly scored two goals and
pulled out a 4-3 victory.
"We were shocked that they
came back. We were outplaying
them all game long, and then,
all of a sudden, we looked up
and the Scoreboard said 4-3,"
remarked Iacono. Thatfinalgoal
came after a flurry of shots in
front of the net Carty describes
please turn to page 5.

HOMECOMING 1994
FRIDAY, November 4,6:45 EM.
Get Psyched! Start off the Homecoming
Weekend rightJoin the Football Team to witness the
burning of the "A" at 6:45 P.M.
on the Main Quad.
Enjoy free food, beverage and
the student band, 30/30.
You can help us by bringing something
to get the fire going!
COME WATCH AMHERST BURN!

FOLLOWING THE RALLY- Keep your Trinity Spirit goingwear your Blue and Gold and PRE-PARTY
IN THE WASHINGTON ROOM.
Please Bring I.D.., alt. bev. and food will be provided.

These events are sponsored by the Senior, Junior, Sophomore, and Freshman Class Committees.
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Next season's team will return the top six players as...

Tennis Completes One Of Its Best Seasons In Years
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

7 during the regular season, lost a tough
decision in the third round to the number two seed from Tufts. Chick and
The Trinity women's tennis team Nelson will once again be looked upon to
had a memorable season, finishing the lead the team next season.
regular season with a 7-4 dual match
Freshman Amy Bingaman had a
record. The Bantams culminated their impressive freshmen season, racking up
season with a 5th place finish at the New a 7-4 record and an credible showing in
Englands, held at Amherst College. Even the New Englands. Katie Reifenheiser
with the positive results from this sea- '97, who was seeded sixth in her draw at
son, the Bantams have much to look for- the New Englands, had a 6-5 singles
ward to as the top six players will return record in the regular season. In the third
in 1995.
round of the New Englands, Reifenheiser
At the New Englands, Williams lost to the eventual champion of the draw.
came in first place, followed by Amherst.
Carrie Birgbauer '97 was the
Colby was third, Brandies a close fourth, Bantam's lone representative in a final at
and then the Bantams, who occupied the the New Englands. Using deep ground
fifth spot. Coach Bartlett was pleased strokes, Birgbauer upset the number one
with the results, "As you see all of our seed in the semifinals, but lost to the
match wins in the tournament were im- number two seed in the championship.
portant for us if we wanted to stay to- Birbauer also had a record season, finishward the top of the leader board, and we ing with a team-best 9-2 singles record.
did. The results were so close thatl had to
Quietly, freshman Abiah Folger
call back to Amherst for our final stand- completed her season at 7-4. Folger went
ings after we had left."
though all of her matches in a businessSingles match results were reflec- like manner without raising a fuss, which
tive of each player's regular season per- was ultimately rewarded with a fantastic
formance. All six singles contestants first year record. Seeded number five at
made it to the third round of play with the New Englands, Folger reached the
two match wins, except Holly Nelson third round before losing.
'96, with a 4-7 regular season record,
In the doubles part of the New
who drew fourth seed, hard hitting Katie Englands, there was a bit of disappointDragisic of Amherst in the second round. ment. Many of the team practices early *
Captain Anne Chick '96, who was 4- in the season were dedicated to making

the three teams tougher, but this is an
area which will be refined during their
short, spring season and workouts, as
well as next fall. The team of Chick/
Nelson lost in the second round to the
sixth seed from Middlebury, while
Reifenheiser/Birgbauer had similar results losing in round two. The freshman
duo of Folger and Bingaman surpassed
their teammates by getting to the third
round of play before losing to the number one seed. Chick and Nelson finished
the regular season at 4-7, and both of the
underclassman teams were 6-5 for the
season.
Coach Bartlett had some more comments on her girls: "This team is really
unified. They like being together which
adds to the fun and this in turn raises
their self-esteem on court. It is a great
combination. We will all miss our senior
team members Mia Ho and Julia Rising.
In seventh and eighth singles respectively. Julia was with us for four years
and her dedication to the team and her
game was felt. We wish them both luck
in the future."
The season was celebrated at a team
cocktail party and banquet last Friday
night. It was a time to relax as well as
laugh and look back. Award presentations were made and Assistant Coach
Henry DePhillips and Coach Bartlett
were thanked for the support they gave

their players this season.
The Most Valuable Player of the fall
was no mystery. Carrie Birgbauer, whose
regular season and New England performance was excellent, was a runaway
choice. Birgbauer's performance at the
New Englands was aided by the fact that
she only lost six games on the road to the
finals. Abiah Folger was honored with
theMostlmprovedPlayerAward. Coach
Bartlett commented, "She [Folger] just
became more consistent the more
matches she played." Julia Rising received The Coaches Award. Rising has
been very supportive in her four years as
a teammember and will be missed. Also,
next season's co-captains will be Anne
Chick and Holly Nelson.
This season was only the beginning
of great things to come. They will have a
small spring season with a tournament,
which will enable the players to keep
working on their games. Also during the
winter, workouts are planned for players not joining the squash team. Next
year should be exciting too with some
new players and new teams to play, like
Brandies. Captain Chick had some
thoughts to finish off the fall, "Not losing
any seniors in the top six is great. We can
be even better next year. Looking back I
feel tha t this was the best bonding season
we ever had. Everyone did the best that
they could, worked together and supported their teammates. We had hoped
to place in the top five at The New
Englands this year and it was nice to live
up to it."

Soccer Slowly
But Surely
Healing
continued from page 2.

Not this time Touchdown Tommy! Tom McBaritt '95 is pulled down by a Middlebiiiy oa a punt retorn. Earlier *UCE *****"*
in the game, McDavitt ran back a pent 86 yards for a Bantam touchdown
continued from page 1.
other INT), but the Panthers only threw about taking a h i t But once I realized it
endzone on Mikulski's second touch- the ball 12 nines the entire day, complet- Was fine, I had no problems running
down throw of the day. Mikalskihada ing just four passes for 59 yards. Tighe aggressively."
Ruby's recovery is good news for
solid game, connecting on 17 of 27passes commented, "I was surprised they were
for 145 yards, one interception and two not passing. I kept telling my corners to next week, as file Bantams play the last
touchdowns. On third and 7 from the watch for a trick play. They just kept home game of the season. Homecoming
Weekend, against Amherst. The game
Middlebury 11 yard line, Mikulski e- running the same basic plays."
luded a Panther defensive end, and
As Middlebury ran with little suc- should be a good one, as Amherst has
found Dave AUard '95 near fee goal cess, the Bantam running game contin- only one loss this season. Junior guard
line, as he stuffed the ball in for the ued to get stronger. Trinity rushed for John Dugan '96 described his feelings
score. The point after concluded the 150 yards, and a major contributor was about the matchup, "1 am looking forscoring, with Trinity owning a comfort- co-captain Shaun Kirby (17rushes for 91 ward to it. It shouldbe a challenge. This
able 21-10 lead.
yards). What is remarkable about his is what you work and practice hard for.
Surprisingly, Middlebury persisted performance is that Kirby is coming back It's no fun if you had to play Bates every
on running the ball. The Bantam sec- from a painful hip pointer injury. The week." The'game will start at 1:00 PM
ondary did an excellent job covering running back from Pittsfield, MA ex- not 1:30, so be sure to come out and.
(Greg Schramm '95 recording yet an- plained, "At first I was apprehensive support the team.

put her knee up when I was running, and
I ran right into it," explained a very sore
Lally. The Bantam goalie was not the
only casualty, as Sue Church '97 was
struck in the face with a ball from point
blank range. She crumpled to the turf,
but was able to recover and stay in the
game, and almost came up with a goal in
overtime.
Meanwhile, Middlebury players
were dropping in clumps. Three times
after half time the game had to be paused
for an injury on the field. Panther sophomore forward Jennifer Hefner was forced
to leave the game twice, once with a
jammed thumb, and once when she collided with Lally in the goal box. Much of
the game's physical nature was due to
the fact that the referees allowed play to
be wide open, but also that the Bantams
came out much more aggressive than
they had in previous games.
"We were definitely more aggressive," said midfielder Jenny Rogers '96.
"It was more of an emotional factor - the
possibility of the last game for our seniors, as well as our previous two defensive oriented games. We didn't want to
be dominated, we wanted to be aggressive."
Nonetheless, the tie was frustrating,
as Trinity outplayed the Panthers from
the beginning. Middlebury was not able
to get into an offensive rhythm at all, as
the Bantam defense shut down their attack. Lally made only 8 saves, as Lea
Wedge '95, Church, and Jen Martinelli
'98 did an excellent job of keeping the
ball out of the middle. Offensively, the
Bantams peppered Crosa all day, forcing
her to make 18 saves. Alyson Guild '97
had the best chance to score in the first
half, as she rocketed a shot from just
inside the penalty box that hit the crossbar and deflected out of bounds. "We are
please turn to page 6.
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I'm Hip To That!
Head Of The Charles; Biggest
Profile: Shaun Kirby Race Of Year For Trinity Crew
BYYIMINGKENG
Sports Writer

AUCEYAHADA
Co-captain Shaun Kirby '95 has
overcome a serious hip injury to lead
Trinity to three straight wins.
can along with the NESCAC
BYALCARBONE
jports Editor
honors.
After starting the 1994 seaAfter suffering a painful son with two touchdowns in a
hip pointer injury in a game at 17-15 victory over Colby, it
Williams, it looked doubtful that looked like Kirby was on well
haun Kirby '95, the 1993 on his way to another recordSIESCAC Offensive Player of breaking season. However, the
the Year, would be able to play next week in the battle against
the rest of the season. After the Williams, Kirby suffered what
(antams lost to Hamilton 22- was believed to be a season11, it didn't look like the Trinity ending hip injury. At that moootball team would win an- ment, Kirby realized his colither game in the 1994 season. lege athletic career could have
Things were not looking too been over. Kirby explained his
well for the Bantams. How- initial reaction after he heard
iver, after some intense sessions the first medical opinion:
of rehabilitation, Kirby coura- "When the doctor said I'd be
geously returned to the lineup out for the season, I started to
after missing only one game.
think how much I would miss
With the team riding low playing with all the guys."
on a two-game losing skid,
Some may call it risky,
Kirby returned and caught a 15- some may call it stupid, but
yard touchdown pass from you have to call it courageous
quarterback Steve Mikulski '95 because Kirby was able to rein a 35-21 victory over Tufts. turn to action so quickly. "The
While the touchdown was doctor said if I could run, I
scored when the Bantams were could play. So I played," said
well on their way to victory, it Kirb. In only his second game
had a greater significance for back from the injury, Kirby was
the senior halfback from back to normal as the Bantams
Pittsfield, Massachusetts. It trounced Bowdoin 39-0. Kirby
meant the co-captain had come carried the ball 12 rimes for 67
back. "It felt great too be back yards with a 26-yard touchplaying, but more importantly, down. Teammate Tom
it felt great to win," commented McDavitt '95 commented on
Kirby, who was a bit cautious Kirby's touchdown run: "It was
about taking a hit at first. "I was great to see Kirbs get that toucha bit apprehensive, but once I down. It was a great run, but
took the first hit, I didn't worry more importantly, it proved
about it at all."
how good of an athlete he is to
A four-year letterwinner, return from such a painful inKirby has been an integral part jury."
This past weekend, Kirby
the success of Trinity football.
A versatile runner and receiver, did not repeat his five touchKirby has enjoyed many suc- down performance against
cessful afternoons on the vari- Middlebury,butmadehispresous grassy fields of the ence known, rushing for 91
NESCAC. One particular per- yards in helping the Bantams
formance deserves attention. In defeat the Panthers 21-10.
"The team hasn't reached
a 43-14 rout of Middlebury,
Kirby scored five touchdowns, the peak that we were at last
four of them receiving. Perfor- year, but we have two more
mances like that were some of games to try. However, we
the main reasons why the 1993 have put all the past behind.us
Trinity football team went un- and are anxiously awaiting
Amherst because it is going to
defeated.
For the year, Kirby set a be a big game," Kirby noted. In
college record scoring 16 touch- a sport where only the strondowns. Accolades were abun- gest survive, the Trinity footdant for Kirby, as he earned ball team is blessed with a coHonorable Mention All-Ameri- captain who is a survivor.

Last Sunday marked the
30th anniversary of the Head
of the Charles Regatta, 'the
world's greatest single-day
rowing event'. Every year,
millions of people from every
coiner of the world converge
on the shores and bridges of
the Charles River to enjoy the
competition and cheer on their
favorite crews.
This year was no exception; over 250,000 die-hard and
thrill-seeking spectators gathered along the riverfront as the
1,060 entries from around the
globe powered their way over
the grueling and treacherous
three-mile race through the city
of Boston. On;- this excitement
filled and emotionally charged
day, the Trinity College varsity
crews took on some of the
world's best collegiate and
Olympic crew/s, and once again
established itself as one of the
best small .college rowing programs around.
Despitebeingsandwiched
between the U.S. National team
and the Japanesenational team,
the varsity lightweight eight
was able to place 25th out of the
field of about 30 crews, with a
time of 15: 21. With Sophomore Caleb Howard stroking,
Adrian West '97 and Yiming
King '97 supplying the enthusiasm, and seasoned veterans

Luke McCarthy '94, Alex Ladd
'95, Rob Lovett '96, Matt Cini
'96, and Rich Gienopie '95 providing the experience and
power, the Bantam lightweights
got off to a strong start and held
off the surging Japanese until
the final half mile. Although the
crew was somewhat disappointed with the final result, it
was still a fruitful day for the
lightweight rowers.
Bracing against a late afternoon shower, the Bantam varsity heavyweights powered
their way to a strong 22nd finish
out of a field of 40 crews. A
combination of young and veteran rowers, the varsity heavyweight boat included experienced senior co-captains Tucker
MacLean
and
Jeremy
Wilmerding, returning veteran
Sam Disston '95, Mike Irwin
'97, and new members Wayne
Ogorzalek '95, Gary Koenig '97,
John Pickford '97 and Jim
Washburn '97.
Along the way, the hardcharging Bantams were able to
defeat their regular season
archrivals Wesleyan, Williams,
and the U.S. CoastGuard Academy. "I was psyched about our
results," exclaimed Jeremy
Wilmerding after the race. Also
pleased was head coach Steve
Huhr, whobelieved the encouraging results from the race could
be an indication of the resurrection of Trinity heavyweight rowing.

Perhaps the greatest challenge posed on all crews was
the course itself. With seven
bridges and three sharp turns,
the Charles River is always a
coxswain's nightmare.
One wrong tugofthesteering cord could spell disaster.
Last year the Trinity youth
eight
clashed
with
Georgetown's crew on the final turn and was assessed a
severe penalty. But under the
leadership of two experienced
and confident coxswains, Tim
Malieckal '97 and Jeff Smith
'96, both men's varsity crews
were able to cross the finish
line without incident.
The race results at the
Head of the Charles Regatta
definitely provided many positive points for the varsity crews.
Everyone agreed that the increased consistency in the boats
was a huge step in the right
direction for both the heavyweight and lightweight crews.
But as many rowers pointed
out afterwards, both crews
need to work on improving
their strength and stamina for
the spring season.
Next weekend, the Bantam rowers will load up the
trailer one last time this fall and
travel down to the Head of the
Schuykiil Kegatta at Philadelphia. There, the Bantam rowers hope to add to their efforte
at the Charles and end the fall
racing season on a bright note.

lacono Selected To All-Star Team
continued from page 3.
and finish the season at .500.
the final sequence: "Alisha
Trinity started out slow and
[Wayman '95] made some great could not find the back of the
saves. They just packed it in net despite some good scoring
down low and hacl five or six opportunities. Throughout the
shots from point blank range. game, the Bantams had trouble
One of the shots just happened getting out of the midfield.
to sneak through." Even though Meanwhile, the Panthers kept
the Bantams lost, they truly felt coming down and catching the
that they outplayed Keene State Bantams' defense off guard.
and were satisfied in knowing Trinity was down early as
they played well against a Divi- Middlebury mounted a 3-0 lead,
but the Bantams did not count
sion II opponerit.
Unfortunately, Trinity themselves out.
In the second half, Trinity
faced an even tougher opponent
at home on Saturday. played solid field hockey. They
Middlebury entered the game started to control the flow and
undefeated and ranked third in tempo of the game, which ultithe entire nation as a Division III mately translated into a goal for
school. For Trinity, the game Jory Waldman '97, her fourth of
was an opportunity to play the season.
Trinity lost the game 3-1
spoiler to a team destined to go
to the NCAA Playoffs this yeai . and dropped theiroverallrecord

Monica lacono '95 in pursuit of the goal.

to 6-8, but reactions from the
players indicated better feelings.
"We see so much potential on
this team," notes Kate Carty after a discussion with other senior players, "This team is just a
few games of experience away
from being one of the better
teams in the league."
NOTES: After the game,
the team was notified that lacono
was selected to the 1994 Division III Ail-Star team. Thegame
pits the top talent from the North
and the South in an All-Star
game to be played on Saturday
November 19, after the semifinal game of the NCAA Division
I tournament. Iacono's selection certifies her status as one of
the top field hockey players in
the entire country.
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Murphy Saves Team

The Extra Point

continued from page 4.

B Y A L CARBONE
By nww, most everyone has rend the Sports lllusir.itod piece on the M-.SCAC. I'm sure;, like
ir all assw iateci with Trinity, past and present, are prt-ity disappointed ihat Trinity was not
ucntioned and thai no pictures wort1 shown of Bantam athletics or of llic Trinity campus.
There were a couple of points that could easily bo misinterpreted in Douglas S. I ooiiey's "Pun:
and Simple: In the NteSCAC, athletes compete for one reason: love of tlie ganui."
For one, sources have 'old mo that the article was. originally written three years A$O. SO the
-ifnmous Tom Cjcrely ami lh<- comnxcixtz, he rnadu actually cool. place while lie wflh President of
1 rinity. ] li&l recently, tho revisions were made to adjust Gerelv 's quotes to his new school. Secondly,
ho attention focused on Middlebury is most likely attributed to the fact thai tin- President of Spoils
ikislratfd i> enakinmusof Middlebury. Biilthc problems did not just nffeci the layout. There wen:
•voblems with the umtc-nl itself.
Being an .1 Ink-to, 1 was honored 'chat Ihi Nil fiC'AC was featmed hi a Sports. Illustrated article,
lowever, home of the points raised and lads given did not give a true account of athletics in the
MESCAL. 1 .oon.oy fails to imucrstand the idea that a strong emphasis on academics does not mean
i sacrifice- of athletics. Student athletes in the N'liSCAC lake their sc hoolvvork and thoir sports just
is seriously.
'1 here it re some pretty darn good athletes in! he NITSC AC who are tapahle of play ing in a higher
iivision. fjooney neglected to mention a Few more athletes who have, reached the professional level.
Conner Trinity quarterback, Joe Shield '84 played with Ihe Green bay Packer after graduation. In
iddition, Jim Thomfordo '93 has been involved in Minor League Baseball, liv en though it isn't big
:ime Division i college a thirties, theNFSCAC stillproduccs some quality athletes who reach tlienext
eve!.
ft was declared throughout that "MiSCAC athletes play for one reason: the love of the game."
l~rue,but don't you think NliSCAC athletes and coaches wan! to win? When Ihc i'rinily football team
wen 18-(Hast year, do you think Coach Don Miller was satisfied just because he lqvt-P fnotha II? I don't
hink so! He assembled a bunch of athletes who played as hard as they could so they could win, not
os>? or tip. The competitive nature in each person fuels their desire to win.
1-ooney also claims thai "NI'SCAC schools aren't very good in most sports." l.oone.y'h
:omparison of Trinity's football team to Miami's is a false analogy because of the very different
:haracteristics of both institutions. Differences in student population, the distribution of scholar>hips, and academic standards make the comparison virtually impossible.
Tor years, the teams of tht>NR?CAC could not participate in the NCAA playoffs. In the feature,
.ooney states, "No NHSCAC team has won an NCAA title, but last season 18 N125CAC-schools
qualified for post-season play." In one year of eligibility, the accomplishments of many'NFSCAC
•chords wertl unmentioned- two NESCAC" schools (Williams men's soccer and Wesleyan baaebalt)
were runners-up and hvo more (IVinity field hockey and Amherst men's basketball) made their
•espective final fours.
'
The point is that tho NT.SCAC schools are all highly regarded academic institutions (eight in the
J.S. New s & World Report Top 25), who also have nationally respected Loams and athletes. We all
wed to understand that academics and athletes can coexist. Fven though an athlete attends a wellacademic institution, the athlete still desires to win.

Winning Season Denied By
Middlebury Men's Soccer
continued from page 8.

the middle of the near
post. And with that, the
Trinity Men's Soccer
Team ended their season.
"We were in a down
mood today," said the
injured Gendron after
the final game. "No one
could getup for the game
since our playoff hopes
were gone." Bantam
Assistant Coach John
Atherton agreed, "It just
came down to running
out of gas toward the end
of the season. As the
game wore on, I think
we losta little bit of heart.
It's frustrating not to end
the season on a good
note."
The Middlebury
loss marked the end of
the Trinity careers of the
team's five seniors keeper Josh Borus '95,
forward and tri-captain
Pat
Bruno
'95,
midfielder/defender
Tim Chisholm '95,
Gendron, and midfielder
and tri-captain Matt
Warner'95. Bruno, from
Smithfield, RI, may possibly receive Division HI
All-American consideration. With twelve goals
and two assists, he had
the best scoring season r m falling and I can't get up! On the week, Trinity fell to
for a Bantam since 1960. Middlebury and Wesleyan by 2-0 margins.
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frustrated," said Rogers, "when
we know we can score on offense, and yet just can't finish."
On Tuesday of last week.
Trinity traveled down to
Middletown to face traditional
rival and fifth ranked Wesleyan.
The Cardinals came into the
game 8-4, having their best year
ever, and pretty much assured
of a post-season berth for the
first time in school history. The
Bantams played well, holding
the explosive Cardinal offense
scoreless through the first half.
However, the Bantams suc-

was an unexpected one, as she
came into the season as primarily a defender. However she,
like most of the team, has been
forced to accept playing new
positions in order to compensate for the rash of injuries that
have plagued Trinity all year.
The players have been pleased
with their performance under
these conditions, and a defensive coaching strategy by
Maureen Pine, which has produced four ties in the Bantams
last seven games.
"We have been able to be
successful with what we have,

"As far as we are concerned, our season starts
tomorrow. We want to win the whole tournament," —Lissa Smith '95
cumbed to two goals after halftime, and lost 2-1.
Trinity was actually lucky
that the score was as close at it
was. Wesleyan dominated offensively, outshooting the Bantams 46-11, and forcing Lally to
make 22 saves. Trinity got on
the Scoreboard when, down 1-0,
Guild centered a corner kick that
could not be cleared by the Cardinals. The ball came to
Richardson, playing her first
game in three and a half weeks
due to a stress fracture in her
foot, who knocked the ball
through a defender's legs, past
the goalie, and into the net.
For Richardson, the goal

adjusting to a whole sense of a
different lineup," Richardson
said. "It has been tough for the
morale, however, with all the
starters hurt." "We have to be
flexible and accommodating,"
agreed Moses. " We are playing
'no position soccer/ Still, we
have no complaints with all the
ties."
With all the ties, the team
has still made the playoffs. "As
far as we are concerned, our season starts tomorrow. We want
to win the whole tournament,"
says a motivated Smith. The
Bantam's new season starts
Wednesday at 2:00 PM in
Brunswick.

TRINITY HILLEL
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU
ON A TRIP THROUGH TIME
TO OLD N E W YORK
WE WILL VISIT:
The Ellis Island Immigration Museum
The New York City Tenement Museum
The Lower East Side of Manhattan,
including the famous
Jonah Schimmel's Knish Stand and the
Essex St Pickle Emporium
Lunch at Ratnefs Deli, Delancey St

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER i 3 , 1 9 9 4
Departing: 730 AM.
Returning from
^approximately:
6:00 p.m.
COST: $15, excluding lunch but including a
complementary lecture by Professor
Sam Kassow on the Lower East Side
To Reserve your place, please call Lisa
Grant, Interim Hillel Advisor at 231-9066
No Later Than Wednesday. November 9!II
ALICE YAMADA

JOIN Us FOR A GREAT DAY.

College View Cafe Scoreboard
Trinity Sailing Team Results

This Week in Trinity
Sports...
Tuesday 11/1
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Men's Squash
Women's Squash
Ice Hockey
Men's Swimming
Women's Swimming
Wrestling

Southern Series #2 at Trinity

University of Rhode Island

Tufts

First Day of Practice
First Day of Practice
First Day of Practice
First Day of Practice
First Day of Practice
First Day of Practice
First Day of Practice
First Day of Practice

Wednesday 11/2
Women's Soccer at Bowdoin
ECAC Quarterfinal
Saturday 11/5
Football
Cross Country

Invite at Trinity

McGill
Conn. College
TRINITY
Yale
Roger Williams College
Stonehill
Wesleyan
Amherst

2:00

AMHERST
at Wesleyan

Conn. College
Roger Williams College
Yale
Coast Guard Academy
TRINITY
University of Road Island
Amherst
Wesleyan
University of Connecticut
Salve
Brown

1:00
11:00

Bantam Sports Shorts
Peter Tighe '95 - Football co-captain
earned NESCAC Defensive Player of
the Week honors for his three quarterback sacks and eight tackle performance
against Middlebury.

Dan MacKeigan & Ashley Bohnen with a 1st place position on the
first reach leg.

Sarah Stuckey'95-Finished in third
place in the NESCAC Cross-country
meet held at Colby in a time of 18:42,
thus earning All-NESCAC honors.
Trinity's Football Team (4-2) is
ranked #7 in the latest ECAC Division
HI New England Poll that was released
on Monday. This week's opponent,
Amherst (5-1), is ranked #5. Plymouth
State (7-0) is ranked #1 in the poll that is
conducted by New England Sports Information Directors.

PQ

Brendan Monahan '95 - The senior
golf standout was recently named to the
Division IE All-New England team for
his performance at the New England
Collegiate Championships held in Cape
Cod, Massachusetts last weekend.
Monahan shot a 153 in the two-day tournament to earn the honor.

HlE PH0TO

TE
RT
RG
C
LG
RT
SE
QB
HB
HB
FB
PK

86
92
52
54
69
78
7
32
22
13
11
84

Matt Murray
TE
Tim Walsh
LT
Kevin Goldstein LG
Dave Shapiro
C
Andrew Callaway RG
Gregory Schneider RT
Robert DeVries
QB
Kwame Brattiwaite TB
Joshua Mason
FB
MikeBrendler
SE
Chris Miller
FL
DanBlednick
PK

99JimPulvino
DT
67 Dave Kligerman NG
75 Alex Bernstein
DT
28 Ray Byrnes
LB
92 John Walsh
ILB
45 Dean Carey
ILB
56 Mike Comerford LB
23 Sam Bartlett
CB
25 Karim Hutson
CB
34 Mike Fitzpatrick SS
43JeffTopchik
FS
40 Darren MCCaffrey P

-60
50
58
62
20
10
51
26
19
27
16
89

Jono Lenzner
Jon Golas
Rick Fonte
SeanHankard
Peter Tighe
Ryan Hankard
MarcPezzuto
Bobby Ayer
Brian Callahan
Greg Sdhramm
Craig Borsari
Greg Broderick

89GregBroderick
68TimHawke
73JoshNewsome
64 Vinnie Mase
56 John Dugan
70 Tiger Reardon
22 Tom McDavitt
9 Steve Mikulski
32 Scott Maurer
24ShaunKirby
44 Julian Craig
84R.J.Rondini

College £ieto Cafe

DE
DT
DT
DE
Adji
ILB
. ILB
Rove
CB
FS
CB
P

of

Halloween At The
College View Cafe
TOM MCDAVITT '95

Costume Contest
Winners!
1st Place:
2nd Place:
3rd Place:
4th Place:
Tuesday is $3.50* pitcher night.

Jon Haime
Mike Poremba
Brian Byrne
The "Prom Promise Girls/
*=Mil'sBest.

The Sports Editors would like to congratu-I
I late Tom McDavitt '95 for being named the Col-1
lege View/Tripod Athlete Of The Week. I
McDavitt, a senior split end/ place kicker/punt I
returner from Plymouth, Massachusetts, earns I
honors this week for his two touchdown perfor-1
| mance in the 21-10 victory over Middlebury, the |
team's third in a row.
McDavitt, who is close to setting a few col-1
| lege receivingrecords, hauled in a 24-yard touch-1
down catch from quarterback SteVe Mikulski '951
andalsoscoredona66-yardpuntreturn.McDavitt|
i also kicked three extra points for a total of 151
| points on the afternoon. Congratulations Tom[
j and best of luck this weekend against Amherst.
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High scoring Bruno shut out in final week...

Seniors Finish Careers On a Disappointing Note
BY GEOFF GRANDE AND
MARK MENTONE

mount any sort of offensive thrust, relying on strong defense, notably by freshSports Writers
man Jon Freeman, to keep them in the
game. Middlebury finally broke through
The fa t lady sang to the Trinity Men's with only 4:18 remaining in the first half.
Soccer Team last week, as it ended its Panther forward Jay Fritz struck a poor
season with back-to-back 2-0 losses. The angle shot off the bottom of the far post
Bantams scoreless week left them with a into the goal. The half ended with
final record of 6-8.
Middlebury holding a 1-0 edge.
Last Wednesday, the Bantams travThe Middlebury squad continued
eled to Middletown for a matinee match- their quick ball movement after the interup with the Cardinals of Wesleyan Uni- mission, keeping Trinity in its own end
versity. Trinity saw its slim playoff hopes for the first fifteen minutes of the second
disappear as Wesleyan connected for two half. Trinity's first legitimate scoring
first-half goals in a five-minute span. opportunity of the game finally came in
The Trinity offense, red-hot for the better the sixty-second minute. GregCartin '96
part of the previous six games, was kept intercepted a midfield pass and provided
scoreless for the first time in a month. teammate Kevin Kane '96 with a
"They didn't outplay us," said tri-cap- breakaway through-ball. Kane's shot
tain Brian Gendron '95 of the setback, was smothered by the onrushing Pan"but they wanted it more than we did." ther keeper on the edge of the penalty
Adding injury to insult, Gendron, a box. A minute later, a thirty-five yard
senior left fullback, went down during shot from Cartin was saved, and so with
the contest, straining a ligament in his it, went Trinity's best scoring chances.
knee. "It's a second-degree strain of my
Later in the half, several offensive
medial collateral ligament," said opportunities by the Panthers showed
Gendron days later. "It happened on a that the Trinity defense was beginning to
50/50 ball. I'm out 4-6 weeks."
wear down. In the seventy-first minute,
Having had their own post-season Middlebury junior Andrew Kvaal interhopes dashed, Trinity turned its atten- cepted a Bantam clear and tried a poortion to changing the playoff plans of its angle shot which was saved by keeper
final opponent of 1994. Nationally ranked P.J. Louis '96. But less than two minutes
Middlebury College came down from later, rookie Panther Mike Russell's unVermont needing a victory to virtually contested shot found the back of the net
assure itself of a berth in the Division III to extend Middlebury's lead.
National Collegiate Athletic Association
And it could have gotten worse for
tournament. Trinity Coach Ed Mighten's the Bantams. About five minutes after
squad was also battling to finish the sea- Russell's tally, Fritz, who had scored the
son with a .500 record and improve on first goal, snuck in for another scoring
last year's 5-8 campaign.
opportunity. The Middlebury forward
The Panthers, working to get into turned, and, with no one between him
the playoffs, performed with much in- and Louis, blasted a point-blank shot.
tensity and aggressiveness through- Louis, diving to his left, snatched the ball
out the game. Middlebury created nu- out of the air, making perhaps his best
merous scoring opportunities, hitting the save of the year. In a last futile effort, a
crossbar and a post in the first fifteen header by Frank Taylor '96 bounced off
minutes of play. Trinity, again, could not
please turn to page 6.

Derek Frederickson '96 dazzles the crowd by avoiding the
Middlebury tackier.
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Domino's can't deliver...

Three Peat: Fun Yuccas Champs Again & Again & Again
lando '95. Their offensive and
defensive line have been anchored by seniors Chris
Winning is a tradition that has en- Donahue, J.P. Saulnier, Jim
compassed many sports at Trinity col- Adams, Aaron Burrows, and
lege. While everyone knows it has been Jim DeMichele. On defense,
evident on the varsity fields, many do the team favors some quick
not realize that this feat has been accom- cornerbacks
in
Jon
plished on the intramural fields as well. Moskowitz '95 and Ron Cino
The Fun Yuccas defeated Domino's 28-0 '95 while senior Evan
capturing their third consecutive intra- Goldberg leads from the free
mural football championship.
safety position.
The Fun Yuccas have been virtually
DeMichele notes, "We owe
unstoppable for the last three years, as much of our success to our coach
they rattled off 26 consecutive victories, AdamGoldfarb '95, whose leadwhile defeating opponents by an aver- ership and inspiration have
age score of 42-7. The team has a stellar helped keep our team focused
passing game with a corps of shifty re- over the last three seasons."
ceivers in seniors Dave McKenna, Dan
The game itself was an exhibition by
Coppola, Jason "Fro" Pienkowski, and a McKenna as he scored all four touchfast and agile quarterback in Matt Or- downs on offense, and completely shut

BYJONMOSKOWLTZ
Sports Editor

Chris Donahue '95 and J.P. Saulnier '95 bulrush Dave Rhodes '95.

AUCEYAMADA

down Domino's primary
receiver Donny Gowan '95
on defense. The Yuccas
got on the board early as Orlando completed a 15-yard pass
to McKenna in the back of the
endzone giving the Yuccas a 7-0 lead.
The team struck again after intercepting an Al Carbone '95 pass deep within
Domino's territory. One play later,
Orlando found McKenna for his second
touchdown of the game. Both teams
stalled on their next possessions and the
Yuccas went into halftime with a 14-0
lead.
The second half started slow for
both teams, as each struggled to move
the ball offensively. With less than ten
minutes remaining in the game, Orlando
found McKenna for a 65-yard bomb giving the Yuccas a 21-0 advantage. One

more McKenna touchdown sealed the
victory and gave the Fun Yuccas a 28-0
victory.
"No one could ever understand how
our team wins with the personnel we
have," notes Burrows, "But when we get
out on the field, we play as a unit, and
always find a way to win."
The Yuccas have been challenged
over the last few years by Domino's, a
team consisting primarily of seniors who
have faced the Yuccas in the championship game the last two seasons. Next
year, both The Fun Yuccas and Domino's
will be graduating a majority of their
starters. The No Names, a freshman
team that qualified for the playoff this
season, and Bent Elbows, a solid group
of sophomores who have qualified for
the playoffs the last two seasons, should
be the teams to beat next season.

The Fun Yuccas chase down a Dominos delivery boy.

AUCE YAHADA

